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for which we are responsible to no one. It Better ! Is he in manners unsocial? “ Such a ifested in Virginia at that momentous period, and are established in prosperity and peace,
-- excellent
----- ---------constitution
----- 1 - ’
which your
has been said that we are misinformed as io man’s intercourse with the world should be and they will be sustained by the people. under an
PUBLISHED BP
Mr. Butman having been a federalist. It reserved.” Better still I But he is not“ vin Then were our civil rights to "be trampled own Hands Have made, are you prepared to
will be recollected that it was not alleged as dictive,” O no ! Yery soft, mild and concili- down by the military, but th'e usurpations hazard all by a change so full of danger,
n<l Lowell, by J
JAMES K. REMICH,
à known fact, but as a reported fact. If it tating, to be sure ! “ A Republican” has were indignantly and effectually resisted. promising so little, atid threatening so much ?
‘he Dove »
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
proves to be untrue, we retract what we never/eZ; (and if he would, could give the Then also our money was demanded to sub Suppose everi that your administration were
!hs
have said and ask his pardon. In regard to reason) but has witnessed a little of this spirit. due us, but it was refused. Now our civil not every thingthatyou could wish, that there
lat5p. xi
the doubtful characters, the Janus faces, if Others, and good witnesses too, might testi are to be made subordinate to military pow were errors which you would gladly correct,
they are decided and firm, they can easily fy. He is not unpopular’—Immediately af ers, and our money is to be taken without Our that there were measures which you could
iit'11'17
[From the Kennebec Journal.]
make it manifest, and the question is at an ter Mr. Anderson, an avowed friend of Mr. consent, to accomplish our subjugation. This not approve—still, is it the part of prudence,
N ew
ilt7P4
- *
’end.—When men are claimed by both sides, Crawford, had beeu. elected, a member ot lavishing the people’s money to accomplish is it as meh conduct in their own affairs, to
is not very difficult for them to settle the Congress by a majority of about five hun an object repugnant to their feelings, and to risk every thing upon an untried, á wild ex
►’port. IpswichTo the People °f Maine—-No, MUit
Jclaim,
if they know themselves on which dred, Mr, Preble, an elector from the same defeat one near their hearts, this fighting periment. Would you burn the house to
The Mail
Should the infatuation spread, and Jackson side they are ; if they do not, if they are yet district, utterly failed.. Is it then true, that them with their own weapons, this compel destroy the rats, dr get rid of a smoky room ?
become your President, where is the strength !in suspense*, not able “ to make up their
there has not been an election which could ling them to purchase a rod for their own “ I was weZZ, but would be better—I took,
¡tel
ew%?and nerve in N. England to resist arbitrary minds,
j
backs, cannot be too often repealed, too se physic, and here I lie,” is ah epitaph full Of
” they can declare their doubts and test his popularity ?”
< ;AOpqey, Wed^xneasures and defend the constitution against give their reasons. If in any or all of these
,/zoZzZzcaX instruction. In this case, beware of
It is to be sure, very important that these verely repritnanded.
n Pnr'u '{’^'Wisijmilitary usurpation ? We mean the republi- ;statements we have erred, why is not the er Jackson gentlemen should appear to be very
We say nothing of the obsequious editor, the medicine. In extreme cases, you might
, land toBo^ean strength? Mr. Webster is a strong man, ror
.
promptly corrected, when the means are popular, and it is equally so that Judges whois but £he machine set in motion by the venture to use it, for it would bfe putting haz
■
nhv1?011 'iuesdai'but he is a federalist, and this is to be made at
; hand ? Is it obtrusive or indecorous, or af should seem not to be political managers. Committee. We pass by all the small game ard
against hazard. But if yott are comfort?.^*7 alter the aitfhe millstone, which with his splendid talents flicting
!
1
“ let well enough alone.” And the truth
to the delicacy of a member of Con But if, as “ Kennebec” alleges, the. Judge, in and seek the lion in his den. it was our pur- ble,
to sink-his influence. Bell and Robbins |.gress or any man, however much exalted, this case “ does not and ought not to shrink,” pose io tear the mask from the face of hypo- jis, you Would be so disposed, but for political
’ Passes thrortare honest and decided republicans, and have to
' be asked the question, “ do you prefer the fact is admitted, and the propriet y of his cisy, to expose the'reaZ design, and feel and <quacks and eiripyrics, who would try upon
-'nd e \
’fine talents, but neither, perhaps, would put (Gen. Jackson to Mr. Adams?” An explicit being a political partfzan is attempt«^! to be quicken the public pulse. We have as yet ;yoti experiments for the sake of the emolu
I1G
’ |,is
at hazard, in resisting military usur- . unequivocal answer is what every public defended. The Judge wilfi wv.Zk’m£s
i
e answered nothing, for there has been nothing ments.
^ommodat^ i pation.—Sprague has talents and brilliancy, man owes his constituents, whose influence very little reason to thank his officious friend. to answer. All we have yet witnessed is the
Biit thfe people are beginning to think, to
j
wd 1 owell k ^'bu't something more is wanting to sustain the has
,
to reason. Enthusiasm is yield
raised him and whose money sup He has admitted away his whole case; ex vituperation of subordinate scribblers, run- investigate,
j
»c Dover b , iay:trials which are to ensiie. A time is at hand ports
,
to common sense. The sober, rational
him. 'Fhere seems in this business, cept that which is most easily proved, or ning themselves out of breath to find out who ing
Satw(hv'Z° e ®:whenyour bravest patriots must buckle on an
.
this “ Republican” is, while he, through the and
deliberate are looking gravely; discreet
inexplicable mysteriousness, a strange which no mortal ever doubted.
1 at j p ¡Lat ?Uheir armour and prepare for the strife of necromancy. What ? Is this duplicity to be
loop holes” of calm retirement, looks indif- ly
1
and profoundly at the question. They
[“Kennebec” is a writer in the Maine “
ferently on, and proceeds straight forward to are
;
mw- leave/?^battle against fearful odds.
, tolerated ? "If we are to be doomed to mili
enquiring for the proof that the mili
1 ar’rivl/at n
The people of N. England are sober and tary rule, let those who advocate it avow it Patriot.]
his object.. He now intends to suspend for a tary
1
candidate is meritorious and in what
while
his
examination.
If
the
‘
man
of
Gath
’
h Dm-hnm v ^discreet. They may, to be sure, be deluded and
.
his merits consist. They see that there is
give their reasons for it.
shall
send
us
a
defiance,
we
shall
b©
prepar:
[From
the
Kennebec
Journal.)
Paverhm ’» ,Wor a time, but when they perceive the dangood grourid of alarm Jest the civil should
It is said that the Hindoos have from all
* cnHll>Andoi’fliger they
raiiy. In moments of imagm- antiquity been divided into four great tribes
ed with our sling and stones to meet him. 'become subordinate to the military authori
When the Judiciary Lion shall be heard to ty. Many well remember what was once
a
ary security they will toy and trifle with their 'or castos, and next to the highest, the BraTo the People oj Maine—No, VIII*
]
roar,
and be seen to shake terribly his majes- deemed
,
Iecommodalion ^privileges, or bestow them on inefficient fa- mins, is the military or royal caste to which
the bane of freedom—quartering
Since our numbers have been in progress, 1tic mane, we stand pledged,to“ fake him by troops on the citizens in time of peace—ex
l, by way of Kennel vorites. But when danger is seen, they will ali their Kings and rulers must belong. Now
tel every day (eraijeave off such trifling. And when this delu- this is very concisely characterising all ages it is matter of amusement to witness the 1the beard.”
alting the military above thè civil powei\
It is perceived with high satisfaction that and taking away the trial by jury ; and they1
1 arrives at 1'ortU si on evaporates, and the sun of reason shall and countries. Take away religious dom writhlngs. of Gën. Jackson’s friends. Our
every day (eXCe again shine, they will see their danger and ination, and the military very naturally suc two first, which were only preliminary to jneither have the people been diverted from have told u's the story. What was the lari
it Dover at 5 p i strive to avert it.—We do not believe entire ceeds.—Where the priests can have the the discussion, and intended rather to lure ,the great question, in an enquiry for the au guage of our revolutionary patriots? What
kick, Berwick Bly with Mr. Jefferson that this enthusiasm for rule, the army is but an auxiliary—where, and decoy them out, have had the effect, ithor. They are awake. That apparent was their-sine qica non? No sinecures—no
’
indifference^ that conscious security, standing armie's, ho epaulette gentry to tram
’ Jackson is good reason to doubt the capacity as in our country, they cannot, the army is The people have seen their stratagem. The listless
of this people for self government. We hope the only dangerous foe to liberty. The jnind friends of the administration have seconded .so dangerous, was not a lethargy, but a re ple upon your rights or “ eat out your sub
Sf?an(i trust that it is but a momentary parox- must be first enslaved—no matter how, and our endeavours, and have united in the dec freshing slumber, from which they have aris stance.” Some are yet left; lingering on the
’ . Y way°f Alfred,tism and that when it shall subside, all will then the people are but so many “ maniacs laration, that “ he who is not for us is against en invigorated. If we haVe in a small de brink to admonish you of your danger arid
gree contributed to the present lively solicit to encourage you to avert it.
m 1U j ay! Mbe lucid and serene.
dancing in their chains.” Now the senti us.”
The people of Maine had no suspicion that ude, our object is accomplished. Be this as
m. atKi arrives at
We predicted what has in fact happened, ments advanced on the 8th January at the
But we must quit you for a season, and in
leaves Portl<that the Jackson leaders, would organize Jackson celebrations are a practical illustra there was any thing like a serious design to it may, Maine is awake, up and doing.
much better spirits" than when wè began.
In obedience to an anonymous summons^ Our prospect is now cheering—exhiliràting.
Flothe Legislature and elect their own men for tion of this truth. Never were folly and fa obtain the votes of this S’ate for Jackson.
’’•i a’,?1“ ^President of-the Senate, Speaker of the naticism more completely combined. An But they now perceive that many of our pre upon short notice and at a most inclement —Should the day become dark, or the dawn
wick, Alfred, BuxteiHouse, Councillors, &c. “The republican drew Jackson a La Fayette, a Washington ! dictions are already fulfilled, and the rest season, the friends of Mr. Adams rushed to be overcast, should managers beguile or en
party must be united and aOt together, and La Fayette, i#ho gratuitously tendered his were near.their accomplishment. We stated gether like a torrent from all parts of the thral you, we shall speak again—shall cry
Sandtsickand Plin1^ next concert must be to select an electo fortune and his life to establish our liberties, that the members of the Legislature would State.-Maine never witnessed a prouder day. aloud and spare not. We are still on the
rs ’
ticket ostensibly unpledged, but in le- and Washington who without reward took on leave their homes, high administration men, For two succcessive days, you beheld more watch-tower, and at the approach of danger
«•¿iage
ality for Jackson. This ticket is to consist his shoulders and sustained our suffering, but that many would be remoulded at Port than one thousand men, of the first respect you shall again hear from A Republican.
Lover Hotel on
republicans, and we must unite for them, sinking country, to be Ze? down to the level land ; that the partly would first be organ ability, deliberating—discussing with dignity,
*Hon, James Sheafe of Portsrhouth, N, H.
^rives at bandwiti,that the party may not divide. In this way of him who with full and ample pay ande- ized and elect à President, Speaker, Council, listening with intense interest, and preserv a tory
of the revolution, as it is said, and ari
ich on 1 hursdayatiithe people are to be duped and defrauded, moluments achieved a single victory ! He gcc. friendly to-Gen. Jackson, and all this pre ing throughout a deportment and decorum
ultra
federalist ever since, and Gov. Chitten*
ver at 6 P, M.; kirWe exhibit now to the United States, a ma- did merely his duty—they were the apostles liminary to an organization for Jackson elect which would “have reflected honor on our
den
of
who refused to call out his militia
r A. M. and arrivesaniority in both branches of the Legislature for of liberty, the benefactors of mankind. ors. 'Phis is no longer prophecy. We have highest tribunals. Against such an assem during Vt.
the last war, «are both for Gen. Jackleaves Sandwich tiijackson, and we shall probably be deluded When the gratitude of this Republic can be the authority of their “ State paper” that the bly, let calumny exhaust her quivers ; against
son. Proof upon proof that he is the èxcluA, M. and arrives31 iito throw the votes of this State for Jackson, come so wild and indiscriminate, when our whole organization even to a door-keeper is such a spirit let the storm beat; against such, sive
democratic republican candidate.
nd arrives at Santowhen nine tenths of the people are for Adams, reason shall be so confounded and deranged, literally for Jackson. Supplementary to all a phalanx force and stratagem may combine
andwich on Monte And this is to be done too by two or three it will be indeed time to look for a master ; this, it" is ascertained that friends of the ad- in vain.
Let the very uniform consistent Jackson
: Dover at 6 P.M.-¿managers who contrive to keep the real ob- but, if it must come, we hope not for a hard minstration (who dare not in the presence ot
TITLES OF THS ASTS •
Factory, thiwHjject out of sight. Men who, as we have al- and cruel master, and above all may Heaven their Constituents be any thing else) have “ republicans” denounce this Convention as
been
made
to
patronize
with
the
people's
“
a
federal caucus,”* in the face ot truth, and Passed by the Eighth Legislature of the State
)ock, Cliesnut Hilyready observed, are entirely safe in any event, defend us from a master in disguise—a re
of Maine, and approved by the Governor,
money a paper of the most extensive circu asperse such men as Simon Nowell and
Durham, Alton,who can lose nothing and gain much.
publican master.
1828.
in the State, which is openly and de Thomas -Fillebrown as of the Hartford
;h, Moultonborotoj How long the understanding of the people
Let us, fellow citizens, reason together on lation
AN ACT, to alter the time of holding the
uth.
is to be thus perverted, it is impossible to this subject. We speak to you with whom cidedly hostile to th© administration, and in Convention stamp ! and the people will
favor of Gen. Jackson. We :-ay “ with the judge of the truth and the consistency aye fall term of the Court of Sessions in the Counj
-.unreFd So
perhaps, as the seat of gov*
Porlm«lU^=-tre,nai-‘whel4’it is. if the real 7-,-e liave a'joint iutorest, wit’s v/tem tbqye people’s money,” tor they reitWèa ür|ret-mil the consistency of those
members , i tv of Oxford.
has been a concert of action, and still is a com
and squeam- i
additional to ah Act, entitled ‘‘An Act '
s
'
tion Stagi republicans would escape from this thrm- munity of sentiment. Why, in the name of any other paper to compete With it for the of the Legislature, so scrupulous
Ot sit in the same church establishing the.County of Waldo. n
5 Dover Hotel eradom, they must shun the intrigues of the patriotism, is this State to toy and trifle with State’s printing. They have m«de it their ish that they would not
— establishing the ^salaries of the Judge
ay)'at half past ?,!, capital. It is of the last importance that its civil rights, and cast its all into the niili- favorite, ¿have nursed it, and given it a cur with federalists in nominating a President,
th at half past 9, ithe members on the Kennebec should agree tary scale ? In case of war, are thè support rency, winch without their aid it never would but who a week before had cordially associ and Register of Probate for the County of
ated
with
them
in
nominating
a
Governor
!
'
have
had,
and
thus
have
taken
the
money
Waldo.
. .
.
mouth every afteiiand fix on a permanent Seat of Government. ers of Gen. Jackson i'o sustain and defend you ?
— to alter the time of holditìg the Court of
and arrives at Down At Portland the secret silent influence is’ In ©very war the blood of the north has flow from the pockets of the people to defeat then- We repeat the inquiry, what excuse have such
'
men
to
render
to
their
constituents
?
After
wishes.
Yes,
these
faithful
representatives,
Sessions
in
the
County
of
Hancock.
uucA: Dnwr
but k cannot be seen. The leaders there ed and ever must flow in copious streams.
— authorizing the owriers of thè falls and
ir "Vo “ have every facility for managing. Greetings' Will the politicians of the south condescend entrusted with the purse strings, are squan they have organized the government, even
Mail Stage, and salutations on the glorious^ anniversary,i to do more than command ? Will even Fenn- dering our money to elect tor us a President down to a door keeper with the friends of mill privileges on Neguassett Falls to erect
Berwick every ffltt the state paper with a wide circulation and sylvania, the meek descendants of William whom we do not want. This, we confess, sur Jackson, and associated “ hand in glove a dam thereon.
— to incorporate thè Trustees of the Char
ives at Dover at?n extensive patronage, able writers, with gfQd Penn, now so consistently ardent to exalt passes even all our predictions. I t was charita with the federalists in nominating a Gover
ast 9 and arrives alt salaries and much leisure, who can mark oft the military, draw the sword and shoulder bly hoped that they would not if they dared, nor, they were too much afraid of federal ity Fund of Mount Moriah Royal Arch Chap
> Portsmouth after l!s every friend of Mr. Adams as. a federalist or the musket ? No, if ambition urges to war, and confidently believed that they dared not, pollution to unite in recommending for elect~ ter.
— to set off a tract of land froth Embden
ail from Boston to an apostate—this is the machinery which is you must as you have always done, bear the if they would, thus betray their trust. While ors at large such men as Simon Nowell and
the law making this “ the State paper,” was Thomas Fillebrown !
to Anson.
. M. and at S. Berni to combine the republican strength of this burden and the heat of the day.
No
no
—
the
friends
of
Mr.
Adams
every
in force, there might have been, it not some
— additional to an Act to incorporate the
r , .’
in federal
State forcandidate
Gen. Jackssn.
Adams
the
At a distance, wè view danger with indif reason, at least some apology for this prefer where may be assured that in this selection1 Proprietors of North Turner Bridge.
anJi ^mfo
Jdif
1 This Mr.
weak,
frail, isfalse
ference, though its approach is inevitable. ence. But why not repeal the law and open of electors at large, and those which are to1
— additional to provide for the Education
tion Stage
pretence, is urged upon “ the party with We indulge in present pleasure at the,.risk
.
Dover Hotel everymuch gravity and great force, when every and expense of future pain. We do more— the door of competition to all ? Such a prop be selected from th© districts, we shall pre‘ of Youth. ...
—. repealing an Act, entitled “ An Act to
after the arrival oil day and hour elicits the fact, that many, very when happiness is present and sure, such is osition was made, discussed, and indefinitely sent as pure and genuine a republican ticket
as can be found in any state in the Union. incorporate thè Trustees of a Fund for the
Boston Stages, ani many, high toned, full blooded federalists our uneasiness and ingratitude that we haz postponed.
We should like to see those who went The tyuth is, the Convention at Portland has support of the Ministry and Schools in the
it 8 P. M.; leaves & are for Jacksorr. Look at the Jackson dinner ard it all upon an untried and doubtful exper
ig (except Sunday)!! in Boston, and you see in the front rank Mi. iment. But to substitute Gen. Jackson for away strong advocates for the administration not only annoyed, but confounded and blasted town o£ Orland.
— relating to Red Oak Hogshead Shooks.
it Dover at 7. A w Baylies whose father was a member of the Mr. Adams we go further still, we abandon returning home to their constituents and to all the hopes of the friends of Jackson in
— to incorporate the Portlarid Glass Man
otel on Sundays W Hartford Convention and who has never the man who on trial has been found to be hear their explanations and apologies for thus Maine. It was to them the Messenger of
1’clock
pretended to renounce his principles. See sgfe, and take, in his place, another who deserting their colors. Some may have the Death. Let them scoffi rave or weep, or do ufacturing Company.
— revoking the Charter of the Winthrop
,r
1
m the same ranks Mr. Pickering, the great upon repeated trials has been found to be independence to acknowledge the truth, and all at once—no matter—their chagrin, disap
rnd Concord 4» father of the Essex Junto. We speak not dangerous. Will you indulge in the listless avow that it was with a design to promote pointment and confusion are apparent in Bank.
— additional to an Act authorizing the Sale
every
sentence
—
every
breath.
We
pity
Staff
disrespectfully of such men,—-tbe2r b°”01' ness of some, and sa^ “ no matter, for in a thecause of J ackson—others might affect a
: Dover Hotel on W and integrity have never been doubted, but country like ours a President can do no solicitude for the safety of “ the republican them in their disappointment as we did in of Ministerial land> belonging to the Firsit
in North Yarmouth.
ridav at 9 o’clockani while they are leading qff for Jackson,-it is harm ?” Is this safe reasoning ? Does it party,” and manyjnight perhaps with great their delusion, and had they been honest, Parish
— authorising John Wood to maintain a
frank and aboveboard, we shoujd have com
P. M. Returning, Is ineffably ridiculous to claim him as the re- not prove, if any thing, too much? Was it truth' and justice plead their ignorance.
Whether it be th© influence of a peculiar miserated them still more.—But duplicity dam and slip in Little Keezer Rivet.
Sei'at
PUoVobEctYw‘hS we have kept constant- on this basis that our fathers built the con atmosphere, of an 8th of January treat, or the and hpyocrisy are sins entitled to very little
— additional to an Act enabling the own
stitution ? Indeed if this is the argument, smiling solicitations of wise and learned mercy, and if by their wayward, serpentine, ers of Meeting Houses to manage the same.
arrives at Dover ib
why any constitution at all ? If we charita judges, or all combined, the fact is certain, sinister course, they are doomed to a lean
—to regulate the taking of Fish in Narrapocrisy and develope truth. I o be itnpar- bly presume that men will always use power
River.
connects at Nortl* tial in our statements of facts, liberal and without abusing it, remove all constitutional that the judgments of“ our civil fathers” be minority, they can expect very little sympa guagus
— to incorporate the Proprietors of Com
Certain it is, that they have calculated
at nlace to Gilmant®i candid in predicting events, and magnamm- restraints, give them an unbounded licence come strangely perverted at Portland. In thy.
mercial Hall.
“r with theLinetof« ous in correcting or retracting errors. We to do good, presuming that they will never our preliminary numbers we told how it without their host, and their fate is fixed.
— additional to the Several Acts now in
We invoked the spirit of Virginia patriot
would be, we pointed to the cause, predicted
1, , , [,.) anticipated scurrilous assaults, but weie de.- be disposed to do evil.
force relating to the inspection of Butter and
ism,
and
the
spirit
has
come.
It
inspired
the
the effect,oxtA Our predictions have been fully
would obser< termined not to notice them. We have not
But even if your charity is thus boundless,
. «
has taken placer
di
pointed jn Our anticipation, nor and you have come to the determination to verified. Indeed more is realized than was venerable convention at Richmond, and Lard.
— additional to “ An Act setting off Isaiah
breathed through their unparalleled address.
anticipated.
id departure of any® deviated f‘om the course prescribed,
repose all upon the merits of one man, would
No substantial factor argument of “ A Re We spoke in a previous number of Chapman Jenkins and others from the town of Litch
ges.
« The Republican” has been received by it not be prudent to select for your reposito
dl the Stages white
^quirer for truth with high approbation, ry one of wisdom and experience ? Has publican” has been denied or disproved. Johnson, and predicted what we have so fully- field and annexing them to the town of
ion are kept at the
has geen widely cil.cujated and-extensively General Jackson mind equal to the powers We spoke plain, named the.wiy gave their realized from that Statesman and patriot. Wales.
— additional to provide for the packing
formation respecte SOUp.jlt since conjectune is alive for the au- he would assume ? If this is to be, ii\ fact, a Views and principles, and not even an effi We knew something of the cast and charact and
inspection of Pickled and Smoked Fish.
cient friend has appeared in their behalf. ter of her politicians, and we deemed it im
/ill be
L'' freely
m'£i1, given.
thor but stat nominis umbra. We shall not
military Government, let it at least be a The management in regard to the organiza possible that with her scrupulous regard for
— authorizing the Medical Society of
condescend to defend/he character of the splendid one, let' our chains, if chains we
28.
Maine
tb establish subordinate Societies.
supposed author. 1 he real one knows his must have, be dazzling and brilliant. If civ tion of the Legislature we fully understand, “ State rights,” she could endure Gen. Jack— authorizing Judges of Probate in cer
men and will always be ready to meet and il liberty is to be bartered away for glory, and the design to push a Jackson ticket of son. Take him, and every thing she has tain cases to appoint guardians to married
lion of CopM^ expose tfiem. We wish sincerely that the let its star shine more splendidly than that electors would have been effected but for the contended for is surrendered^ she has yield
—.—
vigilance of the friends of the administration. ed her sine qua non and given a carte blanche. women.
friends of General Jackson, instead of seek— additional to an act to incorporate the
partnership hereto!« ine; for the imagined author would meet his | reflected from the crest of Gen. Jackson. Had the managers possessed the nerve and the Tolerate the doctrines avowed, the powers
The Imperial crownrthat tickled the fancy
Proprietors of Merry meeting Bridge.
facts and attempt to refute his reasons. It is j of the Prendi represented something—it Legislature been sufficiently obsequious, the claimed and exercised by Gen. Jackson, your
the firm of
— to annex a part of the town of Norridge
object with “ the republican” to ascertain , was the result of a hundred victories, and choice’ of electors would have been taken republican party is extinct, and your federal wock to the town of Milburn.
kings no
who speaks, but what is said. If he is an it was purchased by liberty scarcely obtain from the people.-Mtâ they sufficient strength, government is a monster—a hungry demon,
— additional to an act extending the Ju
consent
swered with truth, good sense, and sound | ed, always abused and never understood. If a new districting would have been resorted devouring every municipal right. The u- risdiction of the Municipal Court.
reasoning, it matters not though it comefoom . then oÀ- liberties-set so uneasy upon us, let to, and bv cutting and carving, they might surpations of civil powers have their anti
—
to incorporate the Maine Mutual Fire
«JmRV KING! a federalist, a republican or a no party- , us have a little patience, and wait a little have secured two or three Jackson electors. dote, their remedy, in the two Houses of Insurance Company.
HENRV Mi thoU8;h he were first for Crawford, next for , longer, until some Buonaparte may arise, All, however, that they have been able to Congress, the Legislatures of the States, the
— additional to establish the Cumberland
by the people. But military usurp
he business wilH01'11 Adams, and now for Jackson. Men
Men may
may rearea- |i that we may sell them for something. But accomplish is to retain in their service “ the elections
ations ha.ve never met with an effectual res and Oxford Canal Corporation.
hv
.-Son well against errors just renounced, and , we will not sell them at all, there is no price State paper” at the people's expense.
— to divide the town of Edgecomb and in-,
An attempt was made to do away the odi traint. In Great Britain, the king can never
se\hat have ace«*1.^sacred truths may proceed from polluted lips. > for which we would barter them—they cost
corporate that part thereof known by the
□Ue immediate set*5 ” We have intended to state facts and to us too much, and we value them too highly, ous partiality for a paper whose influence was command in a foreign war, but we have no name of Jeremy Squam Island, as q, town by
ake immen
them If we have in ai5mgle in- |
exerted to defeat the public will—but the constitutional prohibition which shall prevent
to surrender them up, or trust them for a proposition
was indefinitely postponed by a the President commanding the army for in the name of Westport.
-stance erred, we shall readily retract. It 1 moment in dangerous hands.
—- to establish the Old Town Canal.
vote of 70 to 69. These sixty-nine, thanks vasion or conquest. Suppose Gem Jackson,
has been stated that Messrs. King, Ware and
A Republican.
— additional concerning foreign attach-*
to their patriotism, have not yet bowed the having achieved the conquest of Canada, to
Preble were once federalists and were fzow
Note.—“ Save me from my friends.” knee to “ the Committee,” nor been intoxi refuse to disband his army, in obedience to a ment.
for Gen. Jackson. If they or any responsi
— to establish an Institution for Female
ble person in their behalf, will deny these “ Kennebec” effects to complain of the cated by the inspirations of the 8th of Janua- law of Congress, and to address his soldiers Education.
urging
them
to
retain
their
arms
until
they
ry.
The
number
sixty-nine
recalls
interest

character
which
we
have
drawn
of
Judge
facts, we hold ourselves pledged to prove
— to establish. th§ Stillwater Canal Cor >
them. It has been stated that Messrs. Chan Preble, but admits every thing but what is ing recollections. It was in sixty-nine that should have doh,e justice to themselves, and poration.
"
cross the St. LaWrence as Ctesar did the
dler, Anderson and Ripley were in favor ot most manifest. Was the Judge ever ’¿feder the British Parliament came to the tyranni to
— regulating the taking of Lobsters.
alist ? “ Of his juvenile political opinions I cal resolution to transport the American sons Rubicon, your liberties are prostrated and a
Gen
Jackson
’
s
election.
If
this
fact
is
deni

— additional defining the powers of the
ivered m ^ie
ed, we are under the same pledge. Ir we am ignorant.” Very well. Is he, though a of liberty to England to be tried for treason, military despotism is erected on its ruins.
Fellow---------Citizens of Maine—Republicans
------. -, Judicial Court in granting Reviews and for
JAMES U1 have done injustice to the talents or merits Judge, a political partizan ? “Since my ac and when the House of Burgesses of Virginia
purposes.
of any of these gentlemen, this is an error of quaintance with him, he has ever been a took the bold stand to resist the tyrranny. who have served so long and so faithfully in ot,her
— to incorporate the town of Edmunds,
judgment, it is the expression of an opinion faithful laborer in the republican vineyard.” Let our sixty-nine exhibit the firmness man- [ the ranks, have achieved so many tnumpnSj

>&

»

d! »'
”3»S|

^emteïjunfe ©ajettc,

ihTf

i
KÌ
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additional to “ An Act entitled” an act
An additional act for the relief of Poor
to incorporate the proprietors of the centre Debtors.
meeting house in Farmington.
An Act additional to an act, establishing
COÏIIÏSUNWATÎO2?,
— to incorporate the town of Adams. ’
the times of. holding the Supreme Judicial
— to incorp’orate the proprietors of Moose Court within this State'.
For the Kenxebuxk Gazette.
Brook Sluice Way.
— to set off Joseph Leighton from West TITLES OF THS
RESOLVE in favor of Jonathan M’Kenbrook to Falmouth.
The distempered state of our times cannot
— to incorporate the Penobscot .Mill Dam ney—^additional Resolve authorizing the pur be viewed without apprehension and alarm.
chase of Books for the use of the Legislature Upon the leading questions of the day the
Company.
-— additional to the several Acts defining, —Resolve providing for the purchase and public mind has acquired an unnatural, a
the general powers and duties of Manufactur distribution of Greenleaf’s Reports-—relating morbid sensibility and is kindled into turbu
to the State Road, north of the Bingham Pur
ing Corporations.
lent rage bv slight and trivial causes. A
— to incorporate the Proprietors of the chase—for making the State Road from spirit of intolerance everywhere prevails and
Baring to Hòulton Plantation, near Baskahe- in many instances has set citizen against cit
Brunswick Tontine Hotel.
— to incorporate the Bangor Mechanic As gan—-An additional Resolve for opening and izen with feelings of the deadliest hate. The
clearing a Road from the south line of town empire of reason has been subdued by pas
sociation.
— additional to “ An Act to incorporate ship number two, Old Indian Purchase, on sion and the fierce conflicts of contending par
the east side of Penobscot River to the Methe Proprietors of Kittery Point Bridge.”
ties have shaken the foundation of our polit
— to authorise the Selectmen of Portland tanawcook stream—Resol ve in favor of Josi ical fabric. Factious spirits are encouraged
and of Bath to appoint an additional number ah Morrill—in favor of the town of Steuben to stir up strife and enkindle those feelings
—relating to the State Arsenal—in favor which give it a ferocious character. Parties
of Enginemen.
— giving a lien to ship Carpenters and oth of Timothy Hall, Junior,—in favor of are arrayed against, each other with a bitter
'Thompson Bond Plantation—additional to a ness of animosity seldom known or witnessed
ers on vessels.
— authorising the town of Eastport to as Resolve ’expecting certain settlers of the in this country. The fountains of political
Public Lands, passed the twenty-fifth day of knowledge are^pefffoted and send forth waters
sess a tax on the owners of Dogs.
— to incorporate the Master, Wardens February, in the year of our Lord .1825—Re- tinctured widf wormwood and gall. Our
and members of Meridian Splendor Lodge. solyiyfor providing Public Buildings for the halls of legislation have become the seat of
— repealing the second section < f an Act use of the State—in favor of the Massachu riotous debate, and wrangling and mutual re
entitled an Act to incorporate the Maine setts Medical. Society—in favor of certain crimination the order of the day-. Congress
Historical Society, passed February fifth in Chiefs of the Penobscot 'Indians—An addi has forsaken the honorable path of public
the year of our Lord one thousand eight tional resolve for opening and clearing a Road duty—sacrificed the best interests of the com
hundred and twenty eight. [1822] and for oth from the south line of township number two, munity to engage in electioneering schemes
Old Indian Purchase, on the east side of Pe and partizaa debate. Discussions having no
er purposes.
— additional to an Act relating to Fish in nobscot River to Metanawcook stream —Re relation to subjects of public utility, but de
solve in favor of the town of Whiting—re
East Machias waters.
signed merely to: promote party views, wear
— additional to “ An Act to incorporate specting the State Prison—in aid of Garden away that
which should be devoted to
er Lyceum—in favor of Nathaniel L. leghi 
the Portland Stage Company.”
the enactment of salutary laws. Bills of in
— in addition to an Act entitled “ an addi seli—ih favor of the Proprietors of tfie north trinsic importance progress slowly through
wardly half of Township number sik, ninth the House or die a lingering death. Con
tional Act respecting Banks.”
—-to cede to the United States, the juris range, in t he county of Penobscot—to encour gress has of late assumed a new and strange
age and aid the publication of a Statistical attitude. Disregarding the legitimate ob
diction of certain tracts ot Land.
— additional for regulating Marriages and View and Map, of the State^providing for jects of legislation and the rights and majes
the choice of Electors of President and Vice- ty of the people, it has enacted itself into a
for the orderly solemnization thereof.
— additional to provide for carrying into President—relating to Internal improvement tribunal to try and decide upon the claims of
effect certain stipulations in the Act for er —respecting the Proprietors of Side Booms the opposite candidates for the presidency,
ecting the District of Maine into ¿^separate in Androscoggin River—in favor of Josiah and th,hs dictate to us whom we snail clothe
'Towle—in favor of the Mariners Church— with that high trust.
State.
—-to incorporate the Proprietors of the' relative to fine's, forfeitures and bills of costs
Such is the character of the times. And
—in favor of Thomas V. Totmah and Sylves
Bangor Bridge.
to what shall we attribute it ? The Jackson— to regulate the taking of Alewives in ter G. Spaulding—in favor of Frederick ite with characteristic impudence and reck
Winslow’s Stream and Leach’s Stream in Spofford and Nathaniel Treat—relating to lessness to truth will tell you that the elec
the North-Eastern Boundary-^-in relation to tion of J. Q. Adams to the presidency is the
the town of Penobscot.
— additional respecting the Fishery in the aggressions upeff the North-Eastern Fron poison that has frenzied the public mind ;
tier of the State—in favor of James Irish—
Seven xMile Brook in Vassalborough.
the firebrand that has inflamed the passions
— to incorporate the Abyssinian Religious for the relief of John Hobbs—for the benefit of the whole nation. Half so many plagues
of Waterville College—-in favor of Caleb
Sòciety of Portland.
never
issued from Pandora’s Box as he would
Jewettand others—making appropriation for
— to incorporate the Central Bank.
make you believe has sprung from this elec
expenses
of
the
State
Arsenal
—
laying
a
Tax
—-toincorporate the Female Orphan As--■•.■
on the several Counties in this State—in favor tion.
sylum of Portland.
become-the duty, the imperious du
of John G. Deane—in favor of Daniel Rose— ty Itofhas
— to incorporate the Mosaic.Lodge.
every citizen to try the honesty and
— to incorporate the Athenian Society of in favor of Joel Wellington—for the purchase truth of such assertions, by plain unvarnished
of Stationary—appointing a Committee to facts. He should view things as they really
Bowdoin College.
— to divide the town of Bristol, and incor establish the line between the towns of Den are, and through a medium unclouded by
mark and Hiram—appointing a Committee to
porate the town of Bremen.
If facts be taken as a guide in the
establish the line between the towns of Gray prejudice.
— to incorporate the town of Baileyville.
pursuit afte| truth, it will be found that Ad
— to incorporate the town of Chandlerville and Windham—for the payment of accounts ams has been consjitutipnally placed at the
— authorising the reduction of the Capital against the State—respecting Highway Tax head of our government; that he has brought
es—authorizing the Penobscot tribe of In forward no new fangled political doctrines ;
Stock in the Waterville Bank.
—- concerning the Penobscot tribe of In dians to sell Nicatow Island—authorising the that he has established no precedents dan
Treasurer of this State to make a loan of gerous to liberty *, that he has done nothing
dians.
— additional regulating the Fishery of Ale money—providing for a loan of fifteen thou biiit Pursue a-course of policy marked out and
sand dollars—in favor of 1'hbmas Todd—to established by a former administration, and a
wives in the town of Mount Desert.
— to set off Beniamin Woodbury and oth authorize the Treasurer of the State to dis policy then universally acceptable.
pose of certain articles—concerning incorpo
ers from Buckfieklto Paris.
If these things be granted, and they will be
— to incorporate the Literary Fraternity rated Literary lustitutions-in favorofCharles by all impartial men, no well grounded ob
S. Davies—relative to the publication of spe jection can be brought against Mt. Adams
of Waterville College,
—to promote the sale and settlement of cial òr private acts and resolves—relating to from the manner of his election, or from the
the boundary line bet ween Maine and NewPublic Lands,
Hampshire—in addition to a Resolve passed policy he has pursued. Nothing can be found
— relating to Cathance Bridge.
to justify the clamor which has been raised
— additional to exempt certain goods and at the present session imposing a tax on the. against him: It then follows that the evils
chattels from attachment, execution and dis several Counties within thjsostate—providing mentioned, the commotions that agitate the
for repairs of the Senate Chamber—provid country cannot be attributed to any act of
tress.
—.to incorporate the York Chapter of ing compensation for certain officers—relat his. No ! It is the spirit of Jacksonism that
ing to the accounts of the Agent of the Pe has set the nation together by the ears. It
Royal Arch Masons.
— to prevent the destruction of fish in the nobscot tyibe of Indians—making an appro has gone fraTli full of “ wasting and des
priation for two carriages for the use of the truction” ahd “ perverting the nation.” It
Cobscook River in the town of Whiting.
— to establish the lines of the town of Lib Artillery—in favor ot Charles Miller and has corrupted the well meaning and arrayed
Jesse Rowell—on the Pay Roll of thè Senate
erty.
\ ■
them in opposition to a wise, virtuous and
— tò regulate the taking of Alewives in —on the Pay Roff of the House of Represen patriotic administration. From the oppo
tatives.
Prospect Stream.
sition of the Jackson party all the dissentions
— to incorporate the Portland Mutual Fire
that have sprung up among us have taken
Insurance Company.
their rise. This party has opposed with
VmTSJO
STATES
CCmS-HESS.
—additional to regulate the taking of Fish
violence every measure of government,
in Dyer’s River.
however wise, embarrassed all Its plans,
— additional respecting salaries of Judges TWENTIETH CONGRESS............ FIRST SESSION. however well adapted to the welfare and
and Registers of Probate;
suited to the wants of the people. And when
IN SENATE. '
— to incorporate th e town of Hancock.
these very planshave failed from the obsta
— additional to an act providing for the
FRIDAY, FEB. 22.
cles placed in the way of their success, the
payment of costs in Criminal Prosecutions.
Several bills of a private nature were administration have been charged with imbe
-- to incorporate the proprietors of Piscata passed, and the Senate adjourned.
cility gnd want of foresight. Is it just, is it
quis Canal.
generous to charge the consequences of our
* — in further addition to the Act sitting of'
S^TURD'AY,.FEB. 23.-•
own madness and folly upon others ? -No hon
Isiah Jankins and others from the town of
The Senate did not sit on this day.
orable
and highminded party would do it.
Litchfield to Wales.
Scarcely was Mr. Adams placed in the
—- to incorporate the Mutual Fire Insur
presidential chair, before the threat was
MONDAF, FEB. 25.
ance Company of Wiscasset.
The following joint resolution, introduced heard from the South that he should be put
— regulating fisheries at the mouth of the
in the Senate. bfy Mr. Harrison, was adopted down > that his administration should be
Kennebec River.
by both Houses, and Commit shaken to its foundation. W ithout waiting
— to incorporate the town of Wellington. unanimously
tees appointed to make arrangements for the for the developement of the polity of the
— additional to.prevent the destruction of attendance
of the two Houses at the funeral new administration a party was organized
Fish in Denny’s River and Pinmaquan.
in the South to carry into execution this fac
— to set off part of the town of Foxcrqft, of General Brown :
That the Senate have learned tious threat. They have done all they could
and annex the same to township numbered withResolved^
deep regret, the death.of Maj. General for success. They have shown themselves
seven in the eighth Range.
— establishing the line between Jefferson Jacob Brown, the late Commanding General capable of bartering away liberty for the glo
and the towns of Washington, Waldoboro,’ of the Army, and the distinguished leader in ries of a party triumph, and the election of
the glorious battles of Chippewa, Niagara, ,their darling Hero. And there are “ dough
New Castle and Aina.
faces’’ enough among us ready to co operate
— additional for the settlement of certain and Eric, in the late war.
“ dissolved' That if the House of Repre in the unhallowed work. But if active and
equitable claims arising in real actions.
—- in addition to an Act to regulate the sentatives concur, the Senate will, in con vigilant we shall give them an overthrow
manufacture and inspection of Stone Lime junction with the House of Representatives, that never will be forgotten, an overthrow
attend the funeral of Major General Brown, that will have a happy influence upon the
and Lime Casks.
future destinies of this nation. Let a spirit
— additional to the several Abts respecting on Wednesday next, at twelve o’clock.”
The remainder of the day was spent in a of honest enquiry be awakened ; let it go
High Ways.
discussion of the bill to restore Simeon Web abroad and the result will be favorable to our
— to incorporate Deayborn Academy.
— to change the name of the town of Adams. ster to the list of Revolutionary Pensioners. cause. The good woyk has been conspicu
ously begun in this State. Let it go on and
— making further provisions concerning
we are victorious. But let not what has been
the Militia.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. done
be considered enough. The danger
— to increase the toll of Ferry Point Bridge.
.FRIDAY, FEB. 22.
has not passed, over but lurks among us and
— to- incorporate the Thomaston' Mutual
Mr.
Chilton
moved
the
following
resolu

is
only
to be averted by continued exertion.
Fire Insurance Company.
............ tion
■ “• We have
enough ; let it be exerted
— to iinnex apart of palmyra to Pittsfield.
Resolved' That the Committee on Milita and I repeat it the victory is ours. If a sin
— providing for the-appointment of public
administrators and enlarging the powers of ry Affairs be instructed to inquire into the gle Jackson elector is chosen in Maine, the
expediency of passing a law “ forth« gradual friends of the Administration ought to hide
Judges of Probate.
■— to set off part of the town of Alfred and and annual reduction of the number of Cadets their faces forever for shame. That defeat
; admitted into and educated at the Military which arises irom negligence and inatten
annex the same to the town of Sanford.
tion is most disgraceful in any cause ; in a
— regulating within the State the agencies Academy at. West Point.”
good cau^e it is in the highest degree crim
of Insurance Companies established or incor
inal.
BETA.
porated without the same.
SATURDAr, FEB. 23.
Mr. Gorham, reported a bill to allow
— providing for the promotion of educatiop.
— regulating weights, and the sale of ships and vessels from beyond the Cape of
The painful duty detolves upon us of an
Good Hope, to make entry at Edgartown,
hoops, staves and other articles.
nouncing the decease ot Major General JA
— to change the names of certain persons. which was twice read and committed.
1 he Columbia College bill was reported to COB BROWN, Commander and Chief of
— providing for the protection of grave
the House without amendment, read and laid the Army of the United States. He expired
yards.
at his residence in this city, yesterday, after
— regulating the practice of physic and on the table.
'The House then proceeded to the consid a brief illness of three or four days, preced
surgery.
ed by a general indisposition, of longer dura
—> additional to an act to establish the Ken eration of private bills, several of which went tion.
nebec and Androscoggin Canal Association. through the Committee of the whole.
His name istoo intimately interwoven with
— an act tn apportion and assess on the
Both houses adjourned at an early hour to
Inhabitants of this State a 'Fax of forty-nine give the members an opportunity of partici the history of his country, to make it necesthousand nine hundred and eighty-eight dol pating in the celebration in honour of the taryforus to accompany this annunciation
with any reference to his public life or servi
lars. '
anniversary of the birth day of Washington.
— additional to an act to promote- the sale All the uniform companies of the district ces. His individual merits are too univer
sally appreciated to need to be blazoned by
and settlement of Public Lands.
paraded, and made, it is said, a handsome the pen of eulogy. At a future day we shall
r— concerning Sheriffs.
display. In the evening there was a splen endeavor to do justice to his' eminent desert
— ceding to the United States the jurisdic did military ball, which was numerously at
tion of a certain tracts of land in the town of tended. The President of the United States, as a soldier and citizen, and. to hold up to his
fellow-citizens, in their proper colors, the
Cape Elizabeth.
Heads of Departments, and other distinguish
— to repeal the laws which provide for ed individuals, with their families were nres- example ot his illustrious deeds and his
blameless
and virtuous private life.
the appointment of Road Commissioners.
I ent.-—Bos. Gaz.
Nati Intelligencer Feb. “
25.

newspaper) yet we have no doubt that n
information, through the writer of this Uf
is later than that communicated to any e(ii ^

LATENT FROM EUROPE.
The Packet ship Birmingham, Capt. Har
Paris papers to the 5th January have
sa1?7
ris, has arrived at New-York, bringing Lon received at New-York. They Luai-h n-?
don dates to the 7th and Liverpool to the 8th ing new.
Mio Ci
January. Despatches were received by the
Januaty-J1
The
Austrian
cabinet
appears,
bv
nubl'i
British government on the evening of the 2d
January, announcing the departure of' the tions in the semi-official gazette at Vieriha^' marls,
Allied Ministers from Constantinople. Af- have been anxious to shew that it endear jidams in
Jer an extraordinary Council had been held, ed to prevail upon the Sublime Porte to
^sefeetc
ac’
the Porte, it is said, renewed its refusal to cede to the Tr eaty of Meditation.
¡¡¡vote, b
accept the intervention of the Allied powers.
The British Parliament was to meet
him, had d
—The Ambassadors forthwith demanded the 20th January.
their passports, which were again refused,
Heexpi'
The season in Europe, upto January Ws. iashouldtl
and they had taken their departure.
Mr.
Stratford Canning proceeded by way of similar to wha't was experienced in N. Amer
* /' “ who,”
Smyrna to Corfu whence he would proceed ica.
to London across the continent. M. de RiThe novels of our countryman, Cooner his pri^l
beaupierre had gone to Odessa, whence he translated
into French, are about to ben' i figuredint
had sent dispatches to Constantinople, and
by one of the principal booksellersii
Gen. Guilleminet was to.proceed to Toulc^i. lished
in twenty-seven volumes, with exnla' YoRit C
'The Turks were making active warlike 1 Paris,
atory notes.
1
preparatii>ns, but there appears no satisfacto
• town of V
ry indications that they are about to declare
ministrati«*
war against the Ailied Powers.
DESPERATE NAVAL BATTLE.
beengivefl
In regard to Greece, it was reported from
the schooner Lily, Capt. Sawyer arr;„ town, on t
Corfu that the fortress of Patras had been edBy
this
day
from
Key West, we learn thatth
surrendered to Gen. Church by the Turks-, dismasted brig, in tow of a Spanish frjJ' wards of «
on learning the catastrophe at Navaiino, going into Havana, on the 13th inst. seen i
and being short of provisions. The^garrison, Capt. Talbot of the Miles Standish, was it’ meeting
it is said, inarched out with the honors of Mexican brig of war Guerrero, late (’™ Sjhow/is
war.
David H. Porter. From Capt. Sawyer a! chosen C
A change had taken place in the French letters we have seen from Key West
Brooks, St
Ministry, consequent upon the late elections ; gather the following particulars:
1 ! ed with the
M. Villele had resigned his place. The pre
the 14th inst. information, was rerpiVcj jugs at this
vailing opinion appears to be that no advan at On
Key West, from Havana, that the
tage would result to liberal principles in rero had, on the 9th, fallen in with and can
Voted, 1
France from the change, as it was.the ultra tured, after a short engagement, two SpanjA' pointed to
party which triumphed over M. Villele.
expressive,
Gnineaman Brigs, which she manned 0
There had been a defalcation in the reve Sunday,
the 10th, she fell in with two Snan onthesubji
nue of Great Britian for the quarter ending ish man of war Brigs, the Marto and Marti Thefolh
Jan. 5. An evening Ministerial paper states Amalia, one of 18 guns and 180 men, theoth Jeremiah S
it to be between 300,000 and ¿£400,000. The er of 10 guns and 130 men, both of whichshi Jonathan f
Morning Herald, however, states that up beat ; they succeeded however, in making1 Thompson,
wards of ¿£200,000 had been paid in within 2 their escape into Mariel. The Guerrerc- Emerson.
or 3 days afterwards.
mounted 22 guns, and had a crew of 136 J Voted, f
Private letters dated London, Jan. 5, men In this engagement she suffered much ihfe sistingof t>
tion that it was rumored that the British spars and rigging, and it was supposed tlii various pa'
government were about to send Consuls to Span sh loss was very- heavy.
havepowei
Greece immediately, and thsit the Allies are
The firing in this action w&s heard in Hi occur and
to take forthwith, some measures of still vana, when the frigate Lenltad, of 54 » think it net
more efficient nature for establishing their and 500 men, immediately put to sea Thè foil
independence.
She is said to be a remarkably fast sailor' George Mi
In a political article ot some warmth, con and the brig being in a very crippled state' S. Putnam
tained in the Paris Constitutional of Jan. 1, was soon overtaken by the frigate, when i Falpey, Gt
we find the following foieboding passage
desperate fight ensued, which lasted tw son, Jr. Su
“ In spite of the honeyed language of diplo hours and twenty minutes, one hour attj Elijah Bl
macy, every thing announces a shock of a quarter of which time, the two vessels Ramsdell,
powerful interests and a geperal breaking up were in speaking distance__ During the en Micajah L
throughout Europe. Already have some gagement the colors of the Guerrero w Ware, TÌ
pulks of Cossacks visited the right bank of twice shot away and replaced. The tw Johnson Br
the Pruth, and examined the route traced by previous engagements, and this long aai The com
Catharine ; the ancient empire of Othman, close fight, exhausted the whole of thepo«. pointed cai
dragged on by fate, is preparing for a last der and shot of the G. when, as a conse resolutions
effort, and unrolls with confidence the stan quence, she ceased firing, and being so crip . Resolvee
dard of the Prophet. A remarkable fact in pled in spars and rigging, Capt. Porter deleft duct of JC
that people, for the first time is—that there mined to strike his colors. The frigate, sup dent of the
is calmness in their anger, and moderation posing they wefe again shot away, continue! deep intere
in their firmness. The struggle will, in all her fire, and it was after the brig had sur office, whi<
probability, be fertile in catastrophe and de rendered, Capt. Porter, was ’killed, by j tegrity fill
our to him
cisive results. It is a grand spectacle that grape shot passing through his body.
opens upon us with the opening year.”
1 husfell D. H. Porter, after as gallant i . Resolvee
battle as history records. Such conduct dr- nominatici
sylvania, n
Gibralter dates to Jan, 20, Malta to Dec. served a better fate. We cannot avoid feel burg, for 1
26, and Smyrna to Dec. 8, were received at ing a pride of country in recording so gallaul Resolve^
New-York by the ship Harriet, Capt. Glo an exploit, performed by an American, al services oi
ver, arrived on Sunday. Capt. G. states that though he was engaged in a foreign service- rious, and
the Allied Ambassadors were all at’ Vourla, at war with a nation with whom we are i We are <
Dec. 14, waiting advices from their respect peace.
We learn that the Guerrero lost 49 roes without ot
ive governments. The last, accounts vja
a man to t
Liverpool stated that they were on their way killed, the number of wounded not know Resolve
The loss of the Spaniards is said to be nearh
to their homes.
Bos. Pat.
- and conce,
The Br. brig Cameleon, on her passage 203 men, and the frigate was very much ciil are daily f
from Corfu to Malta, was attacked by a in her hull and rigging.—Capt. D. H. Porter in the iute
Greek piratical brig, which she sunk, and all was a nephew of the Commodore. The lat • to us they
ter had a son op board the G.
on board were lost.
Lieut. Thompson, Surgeon Bordman, and base to be
The Sjiectateur Oriental of Dec. 8, states
by any mt
that the Sultan was about to issue orders to young Porter, son of the Com. Were puts or good or
convoke an assembly of the eminent men of board a guard ship at Havana.
A public funeral was preparing at Havat: Resolve
empire, at Constantinople : they werjs to be
corruptior
chosen from among the rich landed proprie for Capt. D. H. Porter. At Key West, tin i Henry Cl
tors? All the deputies in the environs of Herman, Mexican brig, fired minute guns, tial Electi
Smyrna were to repair in a body from Mag &c.
A letter from Key West' states,-tin i our opinio
nesia to Constantinople, agreeably, we pre
| Resolve
sume, to the orders which had probably been Hei man is now in port, and is determined!« f the nomfr
give the Casilda frigate a trial. She was i;
given forth.
| the Hon.
The story of the destruction of the Greek sight yesterday. “ Capt. Hawkins is a gal ates for I
lant officer, and does not want for me»:
vessels.at Scio appears to be unfounded.
use all fai
Col. Fabvier had directed a letter to Yus should she take us, it will not be for wantd ' their Ele
sef Pacha, commander of the Turkish troops ammunition.” The H. sailed on a cruisetfe I Resolv
shut up in Scio, setting forth the darkness of same day the Lily left Key West.
The Guerrero was built hi N. York in 1821, -Hon.losi
his prospects, and offering him free egress.
i ti'ict, no
But Yussef appeared inclined to stand a reg and is a splendid vessel of 600 tons burthec f fred,mee
ular siege. 2000 Turks were at Chesme, op with an armament consisting of eighteeuSI
Which
posite Scio, preparing to cross as soon as pounds and four 18’s.
Voted,
Charleston Courier.
they had a good opportunity. Boats with 15
adjourn t
or 20 men passed every night.
third Sat
CORFU, dec. 9.
M, and t
COLOMBIA.
The Egyptians had evacuated TRpolizza Extract ofa letterfrom Loguira Febf [ all the fi
as well as Patras. The native Turks alone
■. old and y
“ Com. Laborde, with a seventy-four,a 1 ffiinistrat
remained in Patras, in a critical situation.—
Gen. Church bad taken an advantageous po brig and a schooner, has been on ourcoastfc _ Voted,
sition in the neighbourhood. 2000‘Turkish the last three weeks, and latterly just offt® ing be sii
cavalry, however, were not far distant from harbour. The Spanish and Columbian flag« ry.andp
them, but might be kept from approaching could be seen waving defiance at each other in this C
nearer by previously occupying the passes, I he object of their visit seems to have bea fished al
the expectation of finding a party among«. Journal,
particularly that of Mocrinoroc.
us, who would co-operate with them arf
bring about a landing. The government,
We have received (says the N. Y. Mer however, got wind of their designs, and a
chants Telegraph of Wednesday,) informa number of suspicious persons were forthwith
N. E.
tion from a source upon which we have the arrested and thrown-into prison. This step
most implicit reliance, that the KING of put an immediate end to all seditious move Extract
Englandat the latest dates was most dan ments, and no doubt prevented another civil
Hou
gerously ill, and that all hope of his living war. If they had made their appearance
"ft
was abandoned. The information is from a three months earlier, their object might , bear!
gentleman in London, who has access to the have been accomplished ; but at the presetl ■fest. catr
highest sources of information. The pa moment every thing is in a tranquil and se' nit your
pers were not permitted to allude to the ill tied state.
“ The fleet hovering about to windward'«! John Bal
ness of the King.
Laguira attempted to land 200 cases of small He niadi
iT?“The New-York Editors generally dis arms, &c. at Rio Chico, but meeting.^ a few ho
credit the authenticity of the above intelli no encouragement from the inhabitants, x informs:
gence ; but still it may be true. The Duke turned with them to their vessels.. The/ menced
of Clarence is heir apparent to the throne.
subsequently re-appeared off our haM the pres,
The
corresponded with the authorities, and e‘- the
being br
The editor of the New-York Telegraph, fected an exchange of prisoners.”
presente
in his paper of Friday last, concludes an ar
<urb on
ticle in answer to those w’hohad doubted the
lng, at IV
truth of his statement relative to the health From the Baltimore Patriot of Thursday • andrefu;
of the King of England thus—“ But we now
FROM CENTRAL AMERICA.
Quested.
proceed, to inform such of our readers as
Captain Chasten, of the scliooner Messffi'
The si
take an interest in the serious indisposition of ger, arrived yesterday, in 14 days from 0®« atting in
the King of England, that the letter to which reports that he was originally bound fr® pother
we allude, is from a gentleman in- London, Havana, with a cargo for Omoa, but wh® him in t
whom we personally know, who is of un he reached that place found every thin^ .When
doubted veracity, and has the best opportu such confusion, in consequence of the cH the abov
nity to know the truth of what he relates. war ragingin the country, and the advatf lion to tl
Among other expressions, corroborative of of the troops from St. Salvador, under co®' .andon h
our statement, in the letter, are these : “ I mand of the Vice President, to attack
ty,he de
expect the King will go off in a few days, he party of the President, then in Omoa,
chief, bi
is desperately ill, though the papers do not he was obliged to make his escape out of * as follow
mention it.” In oui’ conversations with the harbor, under a heavy fire ftfom the batted btate of
gentleman from whom we received the first and proceeded to Truxillo, where he dfechM- been C0I
communication on this subject, we were told ged. On leaving Truxillo, on the 12th
limits of
that the accounts were ot the latest date ; he learned that the St; Salvador troops
jj'hich st
and although the date of the letter is of the reached within a few miles of Omoa,
he cons’u
6th January, as we now know, (and of course place he has no doubt had beem. captured no legal
[ not so late by a day as the date of the latest I them, and that much bIopd§Ke<ensued.
insisted >

1111'“sil 2 »“ ...........

........

tat coiuiiil*
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answer to the question or they should consid
er him guilty.-—Mr. Baker observed to the
Court if there was no other alternative he
should say that he was not guilty, denying,
at the same time their right of jurisdiction—
as he was indicted upon two new charges
which were styled Treason, the nature of
which or the punishment that might be an
nexed to the offence he did not know or un
derstand, and being without counsel, he
thought proper to ask for a continuance to
the next Court which , was granted, and
which will be on the first Tuesday of May
next. The court proposed to him to get
bail, which he accordingly did. He is laid
under four hundred pounds bonds.
Eight Americans living at Madawaska
were indicted at the last court, and eleven or
more living on the Aroostook. Next Mon
<
day
Esq. Morehouse with the posse cornitatus is going up the Aroostook to take all who
who were concerned in the affray about Ar
nold’s cow and carry them to Fredericton
,Jail. Those living at Madawaska will doubt
less
be sent for soon.
'
• Monday, Feb. 18. Yesterday Mr. Thomas
Beckwith, a settler on the Aroostook, arri
■ved m this settlement—he fled here for pro
tection.
He says we may look for nine or
'
ten
more in thè course of one or two days,
’
through the wilderness from Aroostook.
Shall
our citizens be hunted like the savage
|
beasts
of prey ? Will cur Government look
’tamely on and see our fair possessions wrest
'ed from us and our citizens thus abused ?
FebAti. I have been waiting for the arri
, val of the Aroobtook settlers. They will be
here
soon or they will be taken.”
1

STATE OF MAINE.

New Molasses;
H 220 ™g ,‘rinle

BY THE GOVERNOR OF TjfE STATE OF MAINE."

At a Court of Probate held at Knnebunk,
ew-Vo'k. Tl^BATtraPAY, MARCH 8,1828.
within and for the County of York, on the
Foi' a Day of Public Humiliation, Fasting,
first Tuesday in March, in the year of our
and Prayer.
ancahinftta
Crawford in a letter of thè 29th
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-eight.
By advice of the Council, I appoint JTYORY T, HOVEY, executor of the es®slor sale by tile subscriber.
pû-oiHcial ga^HS|[anuary> 1328, to his friend in Maine, reTHURSDAY, the third day of APRIL JL tate.of Ivory Hovey, late of South-Ber
shew larks, “ 1 was decidedly in favour of Mr.
next, for Humiliation, Fasting, and Prayer. wick, in said County, physician, deceased,
It is recommended to every citizen to unite, having presented his third account of admin
teaty
^'^^dams in*preference to Jackson when he
on that day,.in public worship, with Christians istration ofthe estate of said deceased, for
• ‘’^dilation zas elected, and never blamed Mr. Clayfor
of the denominatiori selected by his own faith allowance;
Saco; March 5, 1828.
,u.y 1 aament
vote, because I should have voted with
and reason, for the purpose of enlightening
ORDERED—That the said executor
im, had I had a vote on that occasion.”
himself and others as to all our duties, and give, notice to all persons interested, by
st ^UrnPei uptok
expresses his astonishment that Virginobtaining that perpetual peace of conscience causing a copy of this order to be published
bestowed only uj^n good motivesand corres three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
as experie[1(;t(|jtt should think of Calhoun for Vice President,
pondent conduct.
N Monday, the ’25th of February, be
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said Coun
, c
who,” he says “ is more latitudinarian in
Let us not fast like the Pharisee of our ty, that they may appearat a Probate Court
tween Dr. Samuel Emerson’s and Mr*
Saviour’s parable, but secure to ourselves tube held at York, in said County, on the
0 Fi'encl 'C°'ln^S PlancT^es t^ian anJ statesman who has
J. G. Moody’s house, a LACE CAPE. If
the blessing of the commendation conferred third Tuesday in April next, at ten of the any one has found it and will return it to
°f the nrin1'6 figured in the history of the republic.”
on the humble" and sincere Publican.
^venvohS;} clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Mr. Moody’S Shop, they Shall be suitably
May wfo fast, not merely to the purposes they have, why the same should not be al cbm perisated.
York County.—The young men of the
of a day, but to the benefit of our immortal lowed.
March 8.
souls.
)wn of York, friendly to the National AdJONAS
CLARK,
Judge.
May we, on that day, so expand our affec
A true Cofiy—Attest,
k 1 E NAVAL ministration, (previous public Notice having
tions and exalt our religious character as al
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r.
'oner Lily,Capt^een given,) met at the Court House, in that
ways after to act for God and otir country.
Subscriber calls on all who have not
«-larch 8.
Let us. also particularly endeavor to inspire
-B-,. Paid their ^kes to pay the same im
g irrtow fSt'Wwn’ on tifo evening oflhe 1st inst. ,Upeach Youth-of. the State with the glorious At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, mediately, and savb themselves cost.
v'ana, on the^Stl^1^'8
çW^ty gentlemen attendee!. The
aim to become the most worthy ; and may
vrithih an d for the County of York, on the SAi\IUEL LI 1 R LEFIELD, Jr; Collector.
of the Milesg^ieeting was called to order by Capt. John
we be able to nu*ke pur examples no less first Tuesday of March, in the year of our
Kennebunk, March 5, 1828.
war Guerrero I'. 'Ehomfison. Capt. George Moody was
valuable, than those of our pious and. patriot
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-eight.
vV'seenT ^'^I0Sen Chairman, and Col. Jeremiah
ic ancestors, who founded the Institution of a
the petition of ALI.CE CLARK, adFast in New-England.
ministratrix of the estate of Jotham
lowing
^erii‘etary: We have been furnishENOCH LINCOLN.
Clark, late of Wells, in said county, deceas 4 S nn Apprentice to the BAKING bu1 inst. infartnatiò^* 1
tae f°ll°AVtng account of the proceedBY THE GOVERNOR ."
ed, representing that the personal estate of TS- sines’s, an active, industrious lad, 15 or
AMOS NICHOLS, Secretary of State.
said deceased is not sufficient to pay the just
.
16 years of age,- one from thè 'Country wouldCouncil Chamber,
?
debts which he owed at the time of his death be
short engayem11"^ Voie<J T&3t a. committee of sevén be appreferred;
Portland, March 4,1828. 5
by
the
sum
of
three
hundred
and
nineteen
'rigs, which «h ^'b’mted to prepare and " report résolutions,
T„
v
BENJ. F. MASON.
GREAT FIRE AT HAVANA.
dollars
and
thirty-nine
cents,
and
praying
for
Oth,’shefe]li ■ ^PreSs*ve
sentiments of this meeting
Kennebunk-port, March 6th, 1828.
Capt. Campbell of the brig Bevan, arrived
a license to sell and convey so much ofthe
r Brigs th« M k
svd)Jecfc ^e Presidential Election.
. Philadelphia says, that a fire broke out at
at
real estate of said deceased as may be neces
AN ASSORTMENT OP
'f 18 uu’ik qn, ion"’Thefollowing gentlemen were appointed : :Havana, in the' suberbs, of the afternoon of
sary for the payment of said debts and inci
and ISO me h Premiali S. Putnam, Edward: Simpson* Jr. the
,
dental charges:
11th February, and destroyed upwards
■icceedeB i11' ^Hriathan Falpey, Joseph S. Stimpson, John S. (of 500 houses. The fire,was occasioned by
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give
into Mari ?VeVT'’'^omPson’ ^osia^ Thompson, Jr. George L. wax candles burning around a dead body.
notice theieof to the heirs of said deceased,
uns and bnj Jimerson.
Just received and for sdle at
and to all persons interested in said estate’
"ment Mi ^C1’^ Fated, That a committee of vigilance, conThe fine Spanish brig Palmira, mounting
by causing a copy of this order to be publish
"inv ana ei^#sting of twenty-one persons, be chosen from .several guns, and having a crew of 30 men,
3.
BOOKSTORE;
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
’ was prions parts of the Town, and that they \from Mahtanzasfor Barcelona, was captured
March 8.
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
three
weeks
suc

in th;
ave power to filiali vacancies which may
MARRIED—In Saco, 26th ult. Mr. John cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
r,-s ®ct,ail^$iitccur and to hold meetiriigs whenever thev on the 17th ult. off the former port by one of
Com. Porter’s squadron.
’Marshall, to Miss Susan Kendrick.
v>ourt to be holden at York, in said county,
e ingate healthilink it necessary.
In Bridgton, Mr. Timothy Sedgely, of on the third Tuesday in April next, at. ten
, ^immediately ¡g Thè following persons were chosen
undersigned Commissioners appoint
ofthe clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
From the National Intelligencer, Feb. 27. Limington. to Miss Sarah P. Burbank.
e a remai'kablfleprge Mobdy, Jeremiah Brooks, Jeremiah
ed bv the Judge of Probate for the
if
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
This
day
is
set
apart
by
the
public
author

a Vet’y ttipi. Putnam, Edward Simpson, Jr. Jonathan
County of York, to receive and examine the
petition should not be granted.
OBïTïïAO,
aken by the fri^alpey, George L. Emerson, Josiah. Thomp- ities, for the solemnization of the funeral ob
claim’s against the estate of
JONAS CLARK, Judge ofsaid Court.
nt ensued, whicblon, Jr. Sumner Shaw, Henry Simpson, Jr. sequies of 'the lamented Major General
A true Cofry—Attest,
IVORY PEREI^
rentv minutes; ontflijah Blaisdell, Samuel Shaw, Jotham Brown, to whose memory, a disposition has
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg'r.
late of Sanford, in said county,- yeoman, de
wluoh time, the Ramsdell, George Barrell, Samuel Adams, been shown by the Executive, the Legisla
March 8.
’
S
ceased, represented insolvent, hereby give
.mg uistance.-Micajah Lunt, Joña. S. Barrell, Jr. William ture, and public officers generally, and uni
notice to the Creditors of said estate, th;4
colors of tfie Gufare, Theodore Wilson, Joshua Winn, versally by the citizens, to shew every re
six months from the fifth day of February A.
spect in their power. The arrangements
way and redatti)hnson Bragdon, Noah Trafton.
D. 1828, are allowed for bringing in their
agements, and lij: The committee which had béen first ap- for the funerakare officially published. Al
claims and proving their debts. And that
■ihausted thewholtjointed came in and reported the following though, at the moment of our paper going to
York
FBI
AKEN
on
Execution
and
will
okk, ss. j
be soM at pUBLIC Auction> the Commissioners will attend for the pur
press, the weather is most unpropitious, and
of the G, yvhenjîsolutions :
eased firing,altó Resolved, That we approve.the official c®n- threatens to continue to be so, by a fall of cold DIED-ln Kennebunk-port, 3d inst very sud on Saturday, the fifth day of April next, at poses aforesaid at the office of N. D. Apple
tnd rigging,CaptJÀict of JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, Presi rain, we have no doubt that the'funeral hon denly, an infant child of Mr. James L. Ross. three o’clock in the afternoon, at the Post ton in Alfred, on the first Saturdays of April,
In Lyman, Feb. 8th, Mrs; Hannah Raim Office in South Berwick—All the right in June and August next, from two to five o’clock
re his color’s. TWent of the United States, and that we feel a ors to. the deceased will be cheerfully and
efe again shota\^eep interest in h?s re-election to that high punctiliously paid. Gen. Brown is the first ent, wife of Capt. ------ Raimont, aged 75 equity which Jacob Hooper, of Berwick, has in the afternoon of said days, respectively.
t was after the briffice, which his talents, patriotism and in- < General in Chief, under this Government, years.
to redeem a certain tract of land with the NATHAN DANE APPLETON, 7 Comimis’rss
In Newfield, 30th Jan. Mr. Joseph Water buildings thereon, situated in said Berwick SAMUEL J1STES
pt. Porter, wasïgNty falty qualify him to fi IF with hon- who has died whilst in service ; and his em
Alfred, February 20, 1828’.
inent services, and exemplary private life, house, formerly of Dover, aged 85 years.
ssing through his¿ir to himself and to his country.
and adjoining land of George Frost and others
In Hallowell, a son of Mr. Brown, the inn and is the same on which said Jacob Hooper
>. H. Porter, afteras Resolved, That we highly approve the entitle his memory to all the honors it is in
keeper, about twelve years old. He was now lives, and is under the incumbrance of a
ary records. Such«Pm'nation of RICHARD RUSPI, of Penn our feeble power to bestow upon it.
In
consequence
of
the
determination
to
at

thrown from a horse which ran away with Mortgage to Benjamin Nason and others of
er fate. WecaiiMt/lvaida> made at the Convention at HarrisLL persons having Demands against tie
South Berwick.
country in recorfam gi h>r Vice President of the United Statesi tend the funeral, neither House of Congress him, and instantly killed.
town of Kennebunk, , are requested to
meets
this
day.
In Becket, Mr. Sylvanus Snow, a revolu RICHARD SHAPLE1GH, Deft. Sheriff.
:rformed by an Ab Resolved, That we are convinced that the
call on the Selectmen oh or before the 20th
tionary pensioner, aged 97. He served sev
Berwick, March 7, 1828.
is engaged ina fmírv’ces
Uen- Jackson have been merit’oday of March next and have them adjusted.
The ship Illinois at New-York from New- eral campaigns in the French war ; and
i nation with whomious> and demand his country’s gratitude.
Per Order,
N: JEFFERDS.
Ye are of opinion, that military renown, Orleans has brought the papers of that city through nearly the whole war ofthe revolu
Kennebunk, Feb. 27, 1828,
hat the GuerreroT^hout other qualifications, does not qualify to Feb. 10,—The steam boat Robert Burns, tion. He was engaged in 14 different battles,
mt er of wouíití¿man tô
Bradent of the United States, hound from Red Riyer„to New-Orleans had in all of which he was but once wounded, and
6n Executions and
he Spaniardsissaidir Resolved. That we view with deep regret been burnt, having on board 400 bales of cot that was at Bunker Hill, and the bail Which YcTrk, Ak-. JL to be sold
at Public Auc
the frigate was ver»Pd concern the abandoned principles which ton. The passengers had barely time to hethen received, has been carried in his tion, on Saturday, the twelfth day of April,
id riggmg—Capti),Ve dady propogated by the public Journals save themselves and their baggage.—The body to the grave.
1828, at one of the clock in the afternoon, at
A CERTAIN tract of LAND,
z ofthe C¿m JoK> the interest of Gen Andrew Jackson, and imports of cotton for the week ending Feb.,9. In Mobile, 2d ult. Benjamin S. Randall, Esq. the Store now occupied by Porter Gilman,
JaL lying in Kennebunk, on the
aged 32—formerly of Hollis.
on board theG iUSthey shew a recklessness of feeling too were 10,177 bales ; exports 11,958.
in Alfred—All the right in equity which Ben [Imillf raa5n r6ad
fr@m Kennen>nson,Sur?e«Masc t0 be tor,a si,?8ie moment countenanced
jamin Say ward,
Shapleigh, in said Coun
bunk-port to Wells, containing
A letter from Washington, speaking of a
, son of the C* »Ï
ma" wh° has the love °f llls country
ty, has to redeem the.farm on which he now about three acresj with the bffildingsthereom
successor to Gen. Brown, says there is a dis
I ship at Havant, rgood order at hear
lives, situated in Shapleigh aforesaid, con
BENJAMIN SMITH.
neral wasprepnn,.
1 hat the charges of bargain,- pute between Gen. Gaines and Gen. Scott as
taining sixty acres, more or less, with the
Kennebufik, Feb. 14, 1828;
to
seniority
;
and
it
is
considered
doubtful
4 Pnvtpv A Kp«iorruPtlon and mtrigue as exhibited against
buildings thereon standing, and bounded
xican brie fired B*eniT Cla^’ in reìation to the late Presiden- which of them will be promoted.
thus : West by land of Judith Ricker, South
x ca b g, “¿lection have not been proved, andin
WWS by land of Wm. Thing and Wm. Pike, East
SHIP
Copartnership Fortned.
k
w„t [Wur opinion are without foundation.
Governor Forsyth, the successor of Gov.
by land of Norris Pike and the County Road, < WOULD inform my customers that I
K5 > Î Resolved, That we cordially approve of Troup, has issued a proclamation, callingand North by land of James Bean and Judith > have taken JOSEPH GILPATRICK,
w in port, and is dito e- n0m^atjon of Gen. Simon Nowell and upon the constituted powers of the State of
Ricker—the same being under the incum in copartnership with me in the Blacksmith
Ida fogateatal. b
Hon> Thomas FillebroWn as candid- Georgia to resist the operations of the Cherbrance of a mortgage to Nathan Dane Ap business, and we shall carry it on in its va
ty.
Lapt.iiawïK g fQr Electors at large, and that we will oked Indians, who have made to themselves
KENNEEUJ\K: MARCH 8.
pleton,
Alvah Conant, Jonathan Farnum, and rious branches at my old stand under the
and does not
£a-r anc| konOurable means to promote a constitution of government, and have thence
John Sayward Jr. all of Alfred, for the sum firm of
ke“> ltJ'11í“í heir Election.
ARRIVED.
assumed an attitude of independence.
of two hundred five dollars and fifty eight
t I
ï’v w
Resolved, That the nomination of the
March 4—Sch, Washington, Brown,Boston. cents and interest since May 15th, 1827.
Al York Gaz.
Lily left Key
j0SEPH Prime for Elector of York DisConditions made known at the time and Edge tools of all kinds can be had at whole
MEMORANDA.
ero was omit in
mafle at the recent convention at AlLieut. Gov. Pitcher, of New-York, into
Ar. at Boston, 29th ult. brig George, Lord, place bf sale.
sale or retail for cash, barter or approved
did vessel of 600
meÇtts Our entire approbation,
whose hands the reins of government have New Orleans 25th Jan. Balize 27th. The G.
JESSE GILMAN, Deh. Sheriff. ■credit;
JOHN EMERY,
ment,consisting ôp vviilch were unanimously adòpted.
Alfred, March 3,1828.
passed, since the decease of Gov. Clinton, is on the night of the 2d ult. struck on the TorJOSEPH GILPATRICK.
ur 18’s.
Voted, That when this meeting adjourn if a plain intelligent farmer, and rather inclin tugas, about 10 miles S. by W. of the light on
£7wre8Wl¿journ to meet at the same place on the ed to Jackson ism, in his politics. He has re
Bush Key. A considerable part of the cargo
A
LL
persons
having unsettled accounts
hird Saturday of March inst. at 3 o’clock P,
__
gained his health so as to attend to business, was taken out and pu t on board of a small fish
with the subscriber, are requested !o
and that we give a général invitation to and has engaged, as his private Secretary, ing smack, after which she got off, took on
call and settle the same ; as payments will
CULUxViUM.
£ree male inhabitants in said Town, Col. Charles Clinton, who is well acquainted
the cargo again and proceeded to Key
be made easy no excuse for neglect will be
z letterfrom hrtid and young, favourable to the present ad- with the views and policy of his late father. board
West, where part of the cargo was sold to pay
JOHN EMERY.
T has been known for years, that the Al taken.
borde with a soffimi st ration to attend said meeting.
salvage & other expensesamountingto $3200.
Kennebunk, Feb. 20th, 1828.
bion Corn Plaster, affords immediate re
ooner, has been œ® Voted, That the proceedings of this meetGov^ Clinton. It is stated in the New- The vessel was not much injured. Left at
lief, and effects a certain cure for Corns.
• weeks andìattóng be signed by the Chairman and Secreta York Enquirer that Gov. Clinton died poor— Key West a small pink schr. from Charles
By its application according to accompany
le Spanish and Colry, and published in the several newspapers so very poor that hungry creditors have seiz ton the only American vessel.
ing directions, the Corn is softened, attenu
waving defiance atm this County, in the American Patriot, pub- ed upon the trifling effects he left—even to
Ar. at Holmes Hole, 2d, sch. Ossipee, Saco, ated,
and drawn out by the roots, without the
their visit seems fished at Portland, and in the Portsmouth the silver vases presented to him by the mer for Newburyport.
least pain, or any of the trouble and danger
™ nf finding a nrfournal, published at Portsmouth N. H.
chants of New-York on the completion of
Aivat New-York, 18th ult. brig Cadmus, -attending
d co Se Ì
t
GEO MOODY, CAmrznam
the hazardpus and ineffectual prachis great work, the Erie Canal.
White, of this port, 16 days from Ponce, P. j tice of extracting
the Corn by mere cuttting.
WIX.X.XAM GOOCH.
a landing. Tbcp
Jeremiah Brooks,
Rico. Left 13th ult. Richmond Packet, of The following instance, from many others
Salem Gazette.
Kennebunk, waiting cargo.
wind of their
Wells, March 1, 1828.
of
a
similar
character,
sufficiently
attests
to
Ar, at Mobile, 15th ult. brig.Leo, Gould, of the efficacy of the Albion Corn Plaster.
In the Congressional journal we find the
spiciouspersonswff
E< BOUNDARY.—interesting.
this port, Port au Prince.
following ;•
in
Certificate.—To those afflicted with
ofa letter frQm a gentleman
Ar. at New-Orleans, 3d ult. brig Leonidas,
“Mr. Smyth said he had only stated that
Late
HoultO1‘tO a Sentieman in Portland.
the civil qualifications of Gen. Jackson were Ward, of this port, St. Thomas.— Ckl. 2d, Coms on their feet, 1 do certify, that I have
used the Albion Plaster, with complete suc JUVENILE PUBLICATIONS.
had made theirs
“ Houlfon Plantation, Feb. 16, 1828.
brig Horace, Hatch, of this port, Havre,
superior to those of Gen. Washington.”
. earlier, their $ Dear Sir—Your letter under date of the 2d
Ar. at Norfolk, 23d ult. sch. Success, Low, cess. Before 1 had used one box, it com EVENINGS in Boston ; Early Days; The
So
much
for
Mr.
Alexander
Smyth,
of
Prize ; Always Happy ; Temptation,
40 days from York, Me. for Baltimore, in pletely cured a Corn which had troubled me
■omplished ; butatlnst. came to hand this morning. 1 will solitiling is m allait your attention for a few moments to Mr. proclamation memory, and now known as the distress, having experienced h constant suc for many years. I make this public for the bound very neatly—Rising Sun ; Christmas
John Baker, our much persecuted citizen, “ Beast of the Apocalypse.” Gen. Jackson cession of heavy gales from S. to WN W. du benefit of those afflicted with that painful Gift, and a large assortment of Children’s
Books, recently published.
hovering about to He made his appearance in this, settlement superior to General Washington !! As well ring which lost the deck load of lumber and complaint.
(.Signed)
WM. SHAW.
For sale by
noted to land200ciii few hoursafter I received your letter. He might you compare Alexander the Great fish, and about 20 bushels of potatoes—was'
with
Alexander
the
Coppersmith
or
proclaFlushing, Long Island, Feb. 28.
much damaged in hull, rigging, See.
kio Chico, but minforms me that the Supreme Court com- mationist.—Bangor Register.
JAMES K. REMI CH.
(Price 50 cents a box.)
-nent from the iubfeenced its session, on the first Tuesday of
Ar. at Mobile, 4th ult. brig Orestes, Nason,
Kennebunk, March 1,1828.
of this port
O’Trepared from the original Recipe MS.
thri-n to their «^he present month, and that his trial came on
SURVEY OF KENNEBEC RIVER.
Ar. at Charleston, 19th ult. brig York, of the late Dr. W. T? Conway, by T. Kid
v anneared cliche Thursday following. Previous to his
The Speaker laid before the House a com Lord, Ponce, P. R. 14.
re'tl the authoritbeing brought before the Court, he had been
der, his immediate successor, and the sole
i
nf orisoueisbresented and indicted before the Grand munication from the Secretary of War,
Ar. at New-Orleans, 5th ult. Steam-boat proprietor. For sale wholesale, (with all
nange p*
fury, on two charges, namely, first for hoist- transmitting a letter from the Chief Engin Hercules, having got the brig Ivory Lord the other Conway Medicines) at his Count
——.ng, at Madawaska, the American colours, eer, accompanied by the report of the survey afloat, after taking out nearly 500 balescotton. ing Room over No. 70, Court-street, corner
HE Christian Examiner, for No
■Itimore
fusing to pull them down when re- of the Kennebec River, and of contemplated Found the ship New-Orleans, Cole, of Saco, of Hanover street, and at retail, by his spe
vember and December,
routes for Canals, connected with the wa for New-Yprk, in distress, and towed her up cial appointment, by
U
nitarian do roc ate, for March,
CENTRAL
Thé second is for opposing a British officer ters of that river ; which was read and refer to the city.
Liberal Preacher, for March,
Ar. at New-York, 2d inst. sch. Rebecca, JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
asten, ofthe selfacting in his official capacity as Constable ; red to the committee on Roads and Canals.
***Observe none are genuine without the Are ready for subscribers at
B. D. Adv.
Saco.
esterday,
other Americans are also included with
3. K.
Bookstore.
e was ori&MWiæ ’n this indictment.
Ar. at Alexandria, 27th ult. sch. Enterprize, written signature of 1. KIDDER on the
outside printed wrapper.
Subscriptions received for either of the
a cargo for On* When he was-arraigned before the Court,
Five persons (strangers) have been arrest Saco.
above
works.
March
8.
mt place found Ahè above charges were read to him, in addi- ed in New-Orleans, charged with the intent
It was very sickly at Aux Cayes, 8th ult.
1 in consequenceffion to those on which he was first arrested to fire that city.
No American vessels at St. Michaels, 23d
the country, ^nd on being asked, whether guilty or not guilJanuary.
•
gt< Salvadffl'Jly, he declined answering to the question in
At Ponce, P. R, 17th ult. brig Richmond
ly" p President, I» thief, but observed to the Court in substance
The communication containing some strict Packet, Frazier, of this port, dis.
HE Subscriber, intending to make an
'''nient then ii^as follows ; That he was a citizen of the ures on the libellous article in the Christian
addition to his present business the
it make his escótate of Maine, that the offences said to have Mirror, in continuaton from our last, is una
coming season, wishes all persons, he repeats
3 h 0 vv fire ftoiubeen committed were committed within the
all indebted to him, to pay the demands he
a
• -q0 (^eidimits of said State, if committed at all, over voidably deferred until next week.
has against them in the course of 60 days.
• ° TrnxiìiòionWR’011
or offences committed therein,
HINGLES.
Men
’
s
thick
leather
SHOES,
If this requisition is not complied with, ma
We have several articles on file, handed
,n& 1L qflri-Áhe considered that that honorable Court had
Willow Fruit and Work BASKETS, ny, if not all his demands will be put in suit. Jupt received and for Sale by
milesoíOirio legal right of Jurisdiction —The Court us with a request fortheir publication, which by
JOS. G. MOODY.
John Lillie.
JAMES K. REMICH.
n doubt had be^-psfe^ uPoa
g’lvinga direct $nd positive we-shall insert as soon as practicable.
March 8, .
March 8, 1828,
Feb. 2.
it much

RSOSAS^ES,

time, Sal ®ratus &. Rnm.
J. F. feURTIFt

O
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Wanted
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Sheriff’s Sale.

Selectmen’s Notice.

A

Sheriff’s Sale.

For Sale»

J. Emery &, Co.

A Pleasant Remedy for
CORNS.

I

Short Notice.

PAY AND SAVE COST

Periodicals

T

•Notice.

For Sale,

T

THE
Register, for
18 ^8,

Maine

TIMBER LANDS., DOVER HOTEL.

Agreeably

LOVE.—BY HENRY NEELE.
Love is a plant of holier birth
Than ought that takes its root on earth ;
A flower from Heav’n which ’tls a crime
To number with the things of time,
Hope in the bud is often blasted,
And beauty on the desert wasted,
And jov. a primrose early gay,
Care’s Tightest foot fall treads away.
But love shall live, and live forever ;
And chance and change will reach it never.
Can hearts in which true love is plighted,
By want or woe be disunited ?
Oh no ! like buds on one stem born,
They share between them ev’n the thorn,
Which round them dwells but parts them not,
A lorn yet undivided lot.
Can death extinguish love, or part
The lov’d one from the lover’s heart ?
No, no ! he does but guard the prize
Sacred from mortal injuries,
Making it purer, holier seem
As the icc closing o’er the stream,
Keeps<while storms ravage earth and air)
All baser things from mingling there.

to the provisions of the
Resolve of the State of Maine, making
appropriations for Public Buildings for the
use of the State, the following TOWNSHIPS
aixl parts of Townships of Land will be sold
by Public Auction to theTighest bidder, sub
ject to the reservation of 1000 acres in each
Township for the future appropriation of
the Legislature to the use of such town, to wit.
Township No. 2, in the 2d range of Town
ships north of the Bingham Kennebec Pur
chase and west of Moosehead Lake,
22,968 acres.
Township A in 13th range, of Townships
west of the Monument,
23,040 acres.
Township No. 2, in 13th range do.
23,040 acres.
Township A in 14th range of Townships,
19,164 acres.
According to the survey and plan made by
Jos. Norris.
The west half of Township No. 3,3d range
west of the Monument,
11,169 acres.
The north half of Township No. 1, 6th
range, '
11,482 acres.
Township No. 3, in 7th range, do.
23,255 acres.
According to Norris & M’Millan’h plan.
Township No. 5, in 4th range of Townships
west of the Monument,
23,040 acres.
Township No.6, in 7th range, do.
23,040 acres.
According to Joseph 8c J. C. Norris’ plan.
Township No. 1, in 11th range of Town
ships westof the Monument, 23,040 acres.
Township B in same range, do.
26,736 acres.
According to Jo'seph Norris’ plan.
These Townships aie represented as pos
sessing valuable Pine Timber and are wor
thy the attention of all who may wish to se
cure to themselves valuable lots of pine tim
ber and land capable of sustaining a dense
population after the timber shall have been
taken off.
The terms of payment are one fifth cash at
the time of sale, the residue to be secured by
the Note of the purchaser with two or more
satisfactory sureties, payable in four equal
annual payments with interest annually.
The four townships first herein named will
be sold at Palmer's Hotel, opposite the Court
House in Augusta, on THURSDAY, the
IQ th day of July next, at 10 o’clock, A. M.—
and the remaining Townships and parts of
Townships at Chick,s Hotel in Bangor, on
MONDAY, the 14M day of July next, com
mencing at 10 o’clock, A. Kf.
JAMES IRISH, Land Agent.
Portland, Feb. 12. 1828.
eowts.

Commissioners’ Notice, i

THE Subscribers having been appointed
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of
the Probate, of Wills, &c. for the County of
ESPECTFULLY informs his friends York, Commissioners to receive and exam
and the public that he is still the keep ine the Claims of the several creditors to the
er of the Public House in Dover, N. estate
H.
of
known by the name of the DOVER HO
JOSEPH MAYALL,
TEL, where no exertions will be spared to
merit a continuance of the public patronage. late of Berwick, in the county, of York, Man
ufacturer, deceased—hereby7 give notice that
The following Stages arrive at, and depart they
will attend tn that duty at the store of
from his house: —
Moses Hubbard, in Berwick, on the last Sat
The Accommodation Stage
urday of this, and the first Saturdays, of the
To Boston and Lowell, by way of Newbu five following months, from two to five o’clock
ryport, leaves the Dover f^otel on Monday, in the afternoon.
MOSES HUBBARD ? CommisWednesday and Friday, at 7 A. M. and ar
HIRAM NEAL.
5 sfoners.
rives in Lowell at 5 P. M. and at Boston at 6
Berwick, February 6, 1828.
P. M. Returning, leaves Boston and Lowel
on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 8 A
M. and arrives at Dover at 7 P.M.; passes
thro5 Durham, Newmarket, Exeter, Ames
bury, Newburyport, Ipswich and Salem.

JONAS ci MARCH

K

r

37 1-2

HEATON’S noted ITCH OIKT.
MENT, which has stood the tg
against all other ointment, the priced
Which has been reduced from 50 to Sf
JA
cents.
...ALSO...
appesi

W

Stu

Dr. Davenport's Billions

For the time these Pills have beentffet((
to the public, the sale of them has exceed
the most sanguine expectations of the
CH
prietor, which may be fairly considered
acknowledgement of their many virtues, Greece o
They are very justly esteemed for tiit,iaes<neVf,
The Mail Stage
--- ■ ,,'iiotistn
operation as a catharti&i^
»ISS’ GRAFT’S SCHOOL will com- mild and safe H
To Boston, by v/ay of Newburyport, leaves
...
mence the first cf May. For the in cases where one is necessary— Theyai^Arasybulv
the Dover Hotel, Monday, Wednesday and struction of young Misses in Plain Sewing safe, and sovereign remedy in all billionsf!pn' ‘ara/0
Friday at 9 A. M. and intersects the Great and Marking, Reading, Writing, English vers, pains in the head, stomach and Bo* ^eraa?rp Mail Stage from Portland to Boston. Return Grammar, History, Geography and Astron indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, won p-» Shell
ing, leaves Newburyport Tuesday, Thurs omy, $1 5Q a quarter.
and billions cholic—they are likewise-an®Çndy.ûne
beared’nire
day and Saturday after the arrival of the
Embroidery, Print, Lace and Bead Work, tidote against infectious diseases, remo*
Mail Stage from Boston, and arrives at Dover Painting on Velvet, with various other kinds obstructions of every kind by dissolvingai t,on’>rr
at 12 o’clock noon ; passes through Durham, of Paintings and Ornamental Work, $3 00 a discharging the morbid matter, helping.¿j
Nevymarket, Exeter, Amesbury, Newbury Quarter.
gestion, restoring a lost appetite—-a sure« !|isnia«m
port, Ipswich and Salem.
A few misses can be accommodated with lief for costive habits. They are so acc®
modated to’ all seasons and hours*tthat s‘
board.
Thè Accommodation Stage
Feb. 16
3w—3pMl.
maybe taken in summer or winter, ataf. evolution»
arlL-nna
To Boston and Lowell, by way of Haver
time of the day, without regard to diefi’ talent am
hill, leaves the Dover Hotel on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 7 A. M. and ar
ET TERS of an English Traveller to hindrance of business. Their operationiss
tnat by
uy ti-^pcriencetheK
gentle ana
and eirectuai,
effectual, that
experiencetk;
rives at Lowell at 5 P. M. and at Boston at 6
his Friend in England, on the “ Revi gemie
are
found to excel any other physic iereti i!-h take
!
P.
M.
Returning,
leaves
Boston
and
Lowell
vals
of
Religion
”
in
America
—
price
37
1
cts.
■X QUAKERS.
at 8 A. M. and arrives at Dover at 7 P. M. ;
A Second edition of the Pamphlet relating fore offered to the public.
We have never read a more elegant or
The genuine are covered with a chetlu nim
passes through Durham, Newmarket, Exe to the Trust Conveyance of Hanover-street
more just eulogium than the following notice
ate. with the desicn
plate,
design of the Good Samaii
ter, Kingston, Haverhill, Andover and Read Church. Price 4 cents.
of the Quakers. It is contained in a note to
tan,
and the agents name thereon.
Reply and Review of a Letter from a Gen
ing.
Etorek
one of Lawrence’s lectures, a work recently
—ALSQtleman in Boston to a Unitarian Clergyman
The Accommodation Stage
¡¡js told us
published in Salem, Mass.
Wh eat on’s Jaundice Bitter^ ealized tht
To Portland, by way of Kennebunk, leaves of that city.
“ If I regard them as a religious sect or as
Just
received
and
for
sale
by
¡Antiochi
the Dover Hotel every day (except Sunday)
a body of citizens, whether I look to their
37 1-2
imperors.
at 8 A. M. and arrives at Portland at 5 P.M.;
private or public conduct, I hold the Quakers
J.
K.
RenncK
Davenport's
Celebrated
Eye
Waler,:
leaves Portland every day (except Sunday,)
spirit
in the highest respect. As Christians they
and arrives at Dover at 5 P. M. ; passes
entertain no unintelligible articles of faith ;
A fresh supply of the above is keptinKaierfectcon
through S. Berwick, Berwick, Wells, Kenne
they waste no time in splitting the hairs of
Debunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N.M«nattempt
bunk and Saco.
theological controversy ; their singular and
rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale and G. Coe-ii
honourable distinction is practical Christiani
Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Dnij ’tsi.
The
Accommodation
Stage
for this 1
ty, evinced in blameless lives, in renouncing
HE Subscriber offers for sale the beau gists in Portland and Bostbn, rmdbysom P’-’f ,e ■
To Portland, by way of Alfred, leaves the
all force and violence, in endeavouring to fulfil
l^e
tifulfarm on which he now lives, situ persons in the principal towns from Mi nrrotetoM
Dover Hotel on Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
literally the Gospel precepts ot peace. and
to Georgia.
ated on the west side of Shaker pOnd, in Al
urday at 8 A. M. and arrives at Portland at 6
matters
of’
good will, in active benevolence, in unremit
Oct.T, 1825. ___
___ eowly
P. M. Returning, leaves Portland at 8 A. M. fred, and formerly the residence of the late
tunicate, i
ted personal as well- as pecuniary co-opera
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and ar Tobias Lord, containing over a hundred acres
lance. 1
tion in all measures calculated to diminish
rives at Doyer at 5 P. M. ; passes through S. of interval, highland, woodland and tillage,
nd she ag
the amount of human misery and suffering
Berwick,
Berwick,
Alfred,
Buxton and Gor with an elegant dwelling house, a handsome
be followii
and to improve the condition of their fellow
store and other buildings on the same. The
ham.
creatures. These truly Christian merits
HIS inveterate disease whichhassolor
place would be a delightful residence for a
would redeem much heavier sins than an ad
The Dover, Sandwich, and Plymouth, N. gentleman of leisure or a man of business, the
baffled the art of the most experiena ®
,
herence to the plain and simple garb, and
H. Stage
store being well situated for trade. Also, a Physicians, has at length found a soveitij lon
the unceremonious language of George Fox
Leaves the Dover Hotel on Wednesday at store at Alfred corner, being one of the best remedy in
the Subscribers having been ap
ni
and Willian Penn.”
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, 7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwich at 7 P. M. ; stands in the town for business. The whole
DR.
LAGRANGE
’
S
WAE fd into Iri
leaves
Sandwich
on
Thursday
at
5
A.
M.
and
or
any
part
will
be
sold
very
low,
if
applica

Judge of Probate, for the County of York,
LEAP YEAR.
Commissioners to receive and examine the arrives at Dover at 6 P. M. ; leaves Dover tion be made soon.
The following is extracted from an old vol claims of creditors to the estate of
JOSEPH SAYWARD.
on Friday at 7 A. M. and arrives at Sandwich
FEW CUTANEOUS- diseases arerc lave retir
ume-printed in 1606, entitled ‘Courtship,
Alfred, Jan.l, 1828._____________________
at 7 P. M. ; leaves Sandwich on Saturday
EBENEZER
JONES,
with more reluctance by the Physician,!! iistoilet, 1
Love and Matrimonie’ :■—
morning at 5 A. M. and arrives at Plymouth
none in which he is so universally
his a]i
.
• Msucea inter
(I" What«
“ Albeit, it is nowe-bocome a parte of the late of Wells, in said County, deceased, rep at 12 noon, and arrives at Sandwich at 6 P.
tut.
.... ,
Common Lawe, in regard to the socieal rela resented insolvent, Mariner, hereby give no M. ; leaves Sandwich on Monday at 6 A. M.
This Ointment has stood the test of exp! word.®
tions of life, that as often as every besextile tice, that six months, from the fifth day of and arrives at Dover at 6 P. M.—Passes by
rience and justly obtained an unparalleledti pebeautn
year doth return, the ladves have- the sole February inst. is allowed said creditors to Great Falls Factory, through Rochester,
HE subscriber having contracted with lebrity. It immediately removes tlie scabl°reh’1!1,
priv'lege, during the time it continueth, of present and prove their claims, and that we Farmington Dock, Chesnut Hills, Middleton
the Overseers of the Poor for the town gives a healthy action to the vessels of tl fo
miking love unto the men, which they may shall attend that service at the store of Will Corner, New Durham, Alton, Wolf borough,
òrtunate I
of Wells, for the support of all the Paupers
doe either by wordesor lookes, as unto them iam Gooch, in said Wells, on the last Mon Tufton borough, Moultonborough, Sandwich, belonging to said town for the current year ; skin, and its original colour and smoothties
Numerous
recommendations
might
beL
aen>
day
of
this
and
the
five
following
months,
8cc. to. Plymouth.
it seemeth proper : and moreover no man
he therefore hereby forbids all persons har- tained of its superior efficacy, but the h ?™e.ss®d
•will be entitled to the benefit of Clergy who from two to four o’clock P. M. of each of said The Dover and Portsmouth Accommoda boring.or trusting any of said Paupers on his
prietor chose that a fair trial sh'ouMi
WILLIAM GOOCH? Commisdothe refuse to accept the offers of a ladye. lays.
account, (excepting those persons with whom its only commentator. It h%s in threeorfc ®ver
tion Stage
SETH HATCH,
$ sioners
©r who.dothe in any wise treate her propo
he
has
made
special
agreements
to
support
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty yei
Leaves the Dover Hotel every morning
Wells, February 5,1828.
sal with slight or contumely.”
(except Sunday) at half past 7, and arrives any of said Paupers) as I shall pay no bills of standing, that have resisted the power off that One of
the
like
kind
after
this
date.
ery other remedy that could be devised. lover, and
at Portsmouth at half past 9. Returning,
ENGLISH GEOGRAPHY. .
JOSIAS LITTLEFIELD.
It not only at once gives immediatereM for the pui
leaves
Portsmouth
every
afternoon
(except
Messrs. Carey, Lea 8c Carey of Philadel
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (ci®*1 h
Sunday)
at
5 and arrives at Dover at 7.
F.
S.
All
persons
are
forbid
phia, have received a map of the United
monly called SCALD HEAD) andallscaFWa
LL persons indebted to the subscriber The S. Berwick, Dover and Portsmouth harboring or trusting Martha Buzzell, wife
States, published in London in 1826, which
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children, .7 .. he?'
either by note or account, are request
exhibits a curious specimen of the accuracy
of Theodore Buzzell,on account of the above
Mail Stage
g^There is nothing of a mercurialnair“et’me"
ed to call and settle the same, previous to the
of the* English in their notions of American
Leaves S. Berwick every morning at 6 o’ subscriber, as no expenses or bill of her con contained in it, and it may be usedoni“erand
geography. A list of the states is given on first day of April next, and save themselves clock and arrives at Dover at 7 ; leaves Do tracting will be paid.
fants and others under any circumstaMas tram€
Tor intrudi
the sheet. The old thirteen are specified ; the trouble and expense of having their ac ver at Half past 9 and arrives at Portsmouth
Wells, Nov. 24, 1827.
ly.
whatever.
counts adjusted by an Attorney.
moreeasil
by them we have the following :
Sold
Wholesale
and
Retail
by
the
folln|
at
H
;
leaves
Portsmouth
after
the
arrival
of
BENJAMIN BOURNE.
tion. Be
“ Allied States. Vermont,
the Great Mail from Boston and arrives at
inDa?kl Griffith, Portland ; Delano&vVect X°n
Subject States. Maine, Indiana, Kentucky,
¿B. Wood and Produce Dover at 1P.M. and at S. Berwick at 2.
Frank lima, Tennessee, Western territory.
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, a sneer._
at Cash price will be received for payment The Dover, and Great Falls Accommoda
Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES®“®
Province. Louisiana.
until that time.
Feb. 2.
rglHE
undersigned
would
make
known
to
tion Stage
Spanish Dominion. Florida.”
V'W"
i
the public, that, they have formed a REMICH, Kennebunk.
Leaves the Dover Hotel every evening (ex connection in business, under the firm of,
***Liberal discount to country deal® ? •., :
Indiana occupies, on the map, part of Ma
June, 1826.
ennirf®auis w
cept Sunday) after the arrival of the Ports
ryland and Virginia; and Franklinia one
mouth and Boston Stages, and arrives at
Daniel W. Lord and Brother.
half of Tennessee. Louisiana is limited by
bosom, sh
W
p?
BALES,
this
day
received
and
for
Great Falls at 8 P. M. ; leaves Gréât Falls
DYSPEPSIA, or I monster,
the Rocky Mountains, and all west thereof is
And that, they7 have for sale at their Store,
9
Sale at Boston prices, 20 to 50 cents every morning-(except Sunday) at 6 A. M.
included within the British possessions.
on a conci
per lb. by
and arrives at Dover at 7. A Coach leaves (near the Toll ‘Bridge,) Corn, Flour, Salt,
Mackerel and Lime, with a few other arti FH1HIS prevalent disorder, as it exhibits!(ress, you
GREENOUGH, BODWELL 8c Co.
the
Dovei
’
Hotel
on
Sundays
for
Great
Falls
The Montreal Herald has an account of a
cles, at wholesale or retail.
self in its customary symptomsofw seize her
February 1, 1828.
at 9,1 and 4 o’clock.
dog which followed his master to a public
DANIEL W. LORD
of appetite, distressing flatulencies, ta disdain a
Office at Quebec; the master happened to
The Doverand Concord Accommodation
CHARLES A. LORD.
burn, pain in the stomach, sick heaM bloody we
come out unobserved by his. canine friend,
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 1827. ______ _
nausea, vomiting and costweness, is® out of the
Stage
went on board a ship, and returned to Eu A ND for sale at J. K. Remich’s Bookstore
She wt
found to yield to the tried efficacy of
Leaves the Dover Hotel on Monday, Wed
rope. The dog continued before the office
slightest f
in Kennebunk, and at the Store of Cot nesday and Friday at 9 o’clock and arrives at
Dr.
Relfe's
Vegetable
Specif
several years, fed by the clerks, till he ap ton Bradbury
been mad'
Concord at 5 P. M. Returning, leaves Con Z»HHDS. MOLASSES,
, in SaCo.
AND
pears to have died of old aget
tragedy si
cord on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at W F 8 Chests Souchong TEA.
report'th
7 A. M. and arrives at Dover at 2 P. M.—6 Kegs TOBACCO,
wildfire o
GENIU$ OF CONNEC TICUT.
Passes through Durham, North wood, Epsom
1 Hhd. W. I. RUM,
These two preparations combined, conf iety and s
It is a singular fact that the United States delivered before the York County Unitarian and Chichester.
Barrels No. 1 & 2 MACKEREL,
tute an efficacious remedy for the Dysfityt Olis. Vic
are indebted, for nearly every poet of more Association, Oct. 24, 1827.
This Line connects at Northwood with a
FOR
SALE
BY
even after it has acquired the most obstbi terrific m
than ordinary genius and taste, to Connecti
By Henry Ware, jr. Minister of the second Line from that place to Gilmanton and Mer
WILLIAM GOOCH.
character, and resisted every effort of pi more her
cut. Of Connecticut poets, whose names are Church in-Boston.
edith at Dover with the Line to Portland.
Wells, Jan. 15..
fessiorral skill.—When both medicines e stacy, at
familiar to us, we can name Trumbull, BarFeb. 2.
j. cl m. would observe, that no new
administered in connexion according to^s the most
low, Hopkins. Dwight, Alsop, Pjerpont(now
arrangement has taken place in the time, of
and particular Directions accompanying!! graced hu
of Boston, and author of that beautiful work
the arrival and departure uf any of the Boston
4 Airs of Palestine,’) Halleck, the inimitable
LL persons indebted to the Subscribers Vegetable Specific, they thoroughly cl® Charlo!
or Dover Stages.
4 Croaker,’ author of Fanny, &c. Percival and
by Note or Account of more than six the alimentary canal of that viscid m® bibited nc
Books for all the Stages which leave Dover
which is the proximate cause of the disorce death wo
others.—Kennebec Jour.
months standing are reminded, that unless
in any direction are kept at the Dover Hotel,
and as a tonic and stimulent, they restore» bad comn
where any information respecting Stages and they are cancelled by the first of March healthy
action and energy of the storoac sovreign <
CURE FOR INTEMPERANCE.
next, they7 will be left with an Attorney for
Stage routs will be freely7 given.
and strengthen the debilitated system. thetribui
It has recently been discovered says Cite
collection without further notice.
January 44.28.
tf.
proprietor can also confidently necontnjti tires lor
Elkton. Press, that sulphuric acid taken in
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
HE Subscriber offers for sale a general
the Vegetable Specific as" one of the best rtf ^shaken
spirits, completely, eradicates the inclination
Jan.! 1,1828.
7wis.
on the gr<
edies known for the Sick Head Ache.
assortment of HATS, viz:
Dissolution of Copartnership.
to use them intemperately, It is said to be
{TT’Trice 50 cents each box.—For salt! r^thoup
X Case Superfine ;
do. fine ;
preferable to Chambers’ remedy, being more
«Sciai tri
retail, by
4b do. Imitation Beavers.
simple, cheap and wholly innocent.
FjHHE Copartnership heretofore existing
ibis count!
—ALSO—
JOHN
LILLIE,
J&weM . She only
JL under the firm of
A FIRST rate COOKING STOVE, of and wholesale by the sole proprief
Tire annual ball of the bachelors of New- A laijgelot of low priced Napt and Felt
yW small size—Wyer & Noble’s patent— KIDDER, immediate successor to theli bave done
LORD & KINGSBURY,
York was given on Thursday evening last
plaid he
is by mutual consent dissolved.—The late with apparatus complete, for sale at the store Dr. W. T. Conway, and prepared fro®» tinned sin
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